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This is the report of a :tudent research project, entitled Music for

Moderately and Severely Handicapped, awarded to Ms. Jackie Walker under

Caa auspices of T-!aching Research. Staff participants were Ms. Tina Farnes-

Wilson and Ms. Dianne Enright. General Advisor to the project and project

director was Dr. Bud Fredericks.

Purpose of the study. There were two objectives intended for this

study: 1) To determine if it is posSible to teach moderately and severely

handicapped students music skills. 2) To determine whether these learned,

skills will generalize by being used as a recreational outlet in the free

time of the students who were taught.

Background of the study: The need for this type of study has its

origin in the area of recreation. Recreation for the moderately and severely

handicapped has emerged as a major problem area. Luckey and Shapiro (1974)

pinpointed the importance of recreation to the total system of habilitative

services for mentally retarded persons. Corcoran and French (1977) reiterated

this fact by indicating that training in leisure time skills can help retarded

adults learn to cope effectively with unstructured situations. Katz and Yekutiel

(1974) interviewed and questioned parents of graduates of two sheltered work-

shops for the retarded about leisure time and social problems of their sons

and daughters. The parents identified the most important problem as a lack

of suitable companion's and friends of both sexes; as a result, the young

adults spent their leisure time within the family and engaged in,activitLes

which should not require interaction with normal society.,

Interviews conducted by the project director of this study with

group home operators for adult moderately And severely handicapped indicated

that one of the major tasks that they face is the teaching of recreational

skills in order to provide leisure time activities for thelrresidents. All

indicated, however, that they had some success in teaching these skills.

Others have also demonstrated that they could teach leisure time skills or
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modify leisure time behavior. Johnson and Bailey (1977) conducted a

multi-element basel;ne design to investigate the effect of availability

of materials, participation and instruction on he leisure behavior of

14 retarded women in a half way house. One of the findings of the study

was that instruction in weaving and rug making significantly increased

the percentage of residents participating in these activities. Jenkins

et al (1977) investigated in two special homes for the elderly whether the

level of engagement in recreational activities could be increased by provid-

ing regular recreational sessions where the resident had the opportunity

to use various extra recreational materials.0 He found that the resident's

leyelof engagement during the session was consistently higher than under .

baseline conditions. He concluded that the low engagement of the residents

is at least partially due to the lack of opportun'ity to engage rather than

to the specific disabilities of the residents.

In response to this need for training of mederately and severely

handicaOptut children in recreational skills, a number of leisure time

programs have been tried. Day and. Day (1977) conducted a two month program

involving 133 instructional objectives with 1,215 sub-task, and found that

moderately retarded individuals mastered passive type activities Most

readily; group activities ware the least mastered, thus indicating the need

once again for the training of individual leisure time skills.° Wehman (1976)

higklIgIits this need by discussing the difficulty of choosing play materials

for the severely handicapped. Numerous "how to" documents have been prepared

or distributed by the American Association for the American Alliance for

Health, Physical Education and Recreation. One such notable one was

materials on creative art, crafts, draMa and music for persons with handi-

capping conditions (1975). However, little data were provided as to the

effectiveness of these programs for the moderately and severely handicapped.

2
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It was hypothesized by the project director of this prOject that. music

might be ao appropriate program for moderately and.severely handicapped

.:;-7;.iren. A review of the literature however, indicated only one article

that discussed teaching music to moderately and severely handicapped, (Mil's,

1975). However, there were numerous articles (Carroccio, et al, 1976;

Deutsch, 1978; Lapp, 1978; Stejnback, et al, 1974, Richman, 1976) on the

effects of music as contingencies and as background for work related tasks.

In an effort to determine whether it is possible to teach moderately

and severely handicapped children music, two pilot efforts were conducted.

The first of these was conducted in conjunction with the music consultant

in this proposal and with the project director's mentally retarded son. A

t.po year effort was undertaken .luring the period 1975-1977 wherein this

roderately retarded, (IQ 48) boy age 10, was taught the Yamaha Music program

within group instruction provided by the music instructor. At the conclusion

of this two year period, the boy's vocal pitch and ability to approximate

vocally correct musical tones had improved so that he could participate in

chorus groups in a regular education program. He also made progress in

learning to play the organ and was able to pick out simple tunes with the

right and left h,,,nd played separately.0The coordination of the two hands has

not ie-t occurred, but instruc:ion is continuing. The child also demonstrated

an increased interest in listening to records, the acquisition of records,

and playing independently and without prompting, the organ in the family

horse.

As a result of this single subject study, the Teaching Research Infant

and Child Center examined during the 1977-78 school year whether other modera-

tely and severely handicapped children could be taught music skills.

This examination was conducted as part of the regular instructional

program provided the children. A curriculum was developed which was the



forerunner of that shown as Appendix A of this report. The curriculum shown
.

in Appendix A is that which was used for the conduct of the present study.

T...c populations were chosen for study, a moderately and severety handl-

cJup.en Jooulation containing a, variety of etiologies, including mental

retardation, deaf-blind, deaf-retarded, emotionally disturbed and autism,

and a comparison population of non-handicapped children ages 4-6. This

non-handicapped populatioh was chosen as being representative of the mental

age of the handicapped population. In most cases, however, the handicapped

population's mental age was below this level.

Children in groups of 6 to 8 were instructed in a group setting once a

week for -I-hour by the music consultant. Further practice in the skills

taught was provided during three additional / hour periods during-"the weak.

Table 1 summarizes gains made by these two populations. Table 1 shows

the skills possessed by the handicapped in five music curricular areas on

October 27. Instruction was conducted with the handicapped population frrifl

Gctober 27 to February 2. Measurements were taken on December 5 and February

2. Tb!=t number of skills possessed by the non-handicapped cn those dates is

also shown. The gains made by the handicapped during the period December 5

to February .2 were compared -with the gains made the non-handicapped popu-

lation during the same period. As is obvious irz,.m an examination of Table 1;

hancic3or),ed population were capable of making gains in rhythm, melody

and keyboard durivng the December 5 through FebrUary 2 period.

The gains made by the comparison population were much'higher in rhythm

and melody and surprisingly less in !:eyboard. The comparison population alfo

made gains in ensemble and harmony, whereas the handicapped population did

not shod gains in these areas. Although the handicapped population did not ,

achieve the same magnitude of results as the comparison population, there

seemed to be sufficient evidence, to indicate that the handicapped population

could learn many of these skills.



Area n

HANDICAPPED POPULATION

Oct. 27
Baseline Dec. 5 Feb.

Dec 5-Feb 2 Gains

Total X

2 Gain Gain

COMPARISON POPULATION

Dec 5-Feb 2 Gales

Total X

Gain Gain

Rhythm

Melody

Keyboard

Ensemble

Harmony

23

23

18

2

33

23
.

r
)

6

140

123

8

6

340

231

96

6

200

'108108

88

.....

--

8.69

4.69

4.88

.. ... .. ...

.M. I. OM 111

23

23

23

23

395

464
t"

44

75

22

17.17

20.17

1.91

3.26

.95

Table 1

Gains Made by-Handicapped Population andComparison Group
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Population. The population of this study, were members arfh the classrooms

conducted by Teaching Research. Three classrooms were involved. A preschool

fslomentlry and !iecondary. 'All three classrooms ierved severely

handicapped children of mixed etiologies. Children were assigned randomly

to three groups. The assignment of the groups 't each level together with

the birthdate and the age of the child as of October 1, 1980, when the music

research project was initiated, is shown in Table 2. Handicapping conditions

are also listed for each child. There was wide variation among the handicapping

conditions of the children, but this was not felt to be inhibiting for the

conduct of the study.

Setting. This study was conducted as part orthe natural instructional

environment of the children in their various classrooms. The preschool class-

room is located in the Teaching Research building in Monmouth, Oregon. The

elementary severely handicapped classroom is located in the Campus Elementary

6

School in Monmouth, Oregon, and the secondary severely handicapped classroom

is lockted at Talmadge Junior High School in Independence, Oregon. Each

classroom had an instructional staff of a teacher and an aide, all. of whom were

emplgyees of Teaching Research. The number of children in each class varied

from 8 to 12. A complete despription of the classroom model is contained in

A Data Based Classroom for the Moderately and Severely Handicapped; (Fredericks,

et al, 1979). The music instruction which was presented to the children was

that which would be normally presented in the course of Instruction in each

of these classrooms. :The curriculum which was utilized in the instruction

is shown as Appendix A.

Measurement instrumentsrff be used. Two systemsof.measurement were"

utilized. The first measured the skill acquisit , of the children under

instruction. The second measured the generalization of those skills in

either a group home setting or the home of the natural or foster parents.

6
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0

char4*Ctoristics of Music Rasuoach Subjects
1980-1981

.frable 2
, .

, 8/81

isrRucTin
MOUP, #

. 1

T.R. CLASSROOM

'PIWSCI(OOL

Mark Braziel

.

. .

BIRTHOATE/AGO

9-9-75/5 yrs.-1 mo.
,

mild c.p./
severe

severe
M.R.

HANDICAPPED
........'........................0.....r........................

mud tl.RNImIld
communict.u.91,cwctatinaL_

sever,
comMiin;
dysfunc-
Mon

CHARACTERISTICS

4

behavior
dysfunc-
tion

meior dysfenc,tIon/

mild
health
condition

,.......

1

1' Michael Burrage 9-1476/4 yrs.-1 mo.

#

(autistic

1 Brian Gustafsop 5-17-77/3 yrs. -4.5 ma severe M.R. / severe communication

ild behavior dysfunction / (Down's)

dysfunctiC

0

severe,
behavior

1

.

Mark Johnston 9-7-77/3 yrs.-1 mo.

,

severe seizures / borderline A.R. /
communication dysfunction / severe
dysfunction

2 Aaron Clark 11-17-74/5 yrs.-10.5
mo.

.,-

Moderate M.R. /.(Down's)
....- -.

.

2. Brad Green 5 -8 -75/5 yrs.-5 mo. severe H.R./ mild motor dysfunction / severe
communication disorder / severe behavior
dysfunction

2 Joseph Steed 7-6-77/3 yrs.-3 mo. mild hydrocephalus (high risk)a

3 Michael Everett

Shannon Jones

2-4 -75/5 yrs.-8 mo.

3-25-77/3 yrs.-7 mo.

moderate M.R. / severe communication dysfunc-
tion / severe behaVior dysfunction / (autisti

tt.

mild C.P./ borderline M.R. / mild motor dys-
function mild communication dysfunction

3

1

-

ELEMENTARY/SH

5-8-69/11 yrs.-5 mo.

,

moderate M.R. I severe communication dysfunc-
tion / mild behavior dysfunCtion

Mindy Blair l

2 David Stokes 7-28-68/12 yrs.- mo. tsevere M.R. / severe communication dYsfunctic
mild behavior dysfunction

3 , Jason Whitcomb
.

10-3-70/10 yrs. controlled seizures / moderate M.R. / mild-
motor dysfunction / severe communication -.
dysfur4tion / mild behavior d ifunction

1

.

SECOHDARY/SH ,

.

3-25-68/12 yrs.-6.5 mo.

,

.

mild M.R./ mild motor dysfunction / severe

.

behavior disorder I

Cindy Harlan-

1 Howie Mendez 8-8-67/13 yrs.-2 mo.
ri4

....

controlled. seizures"/ severe M.R. / severe
communication disorder / mild behavior.
disorder

:CO Randy Davies 7-27-66/14 yrs.-2.5 md. moderate M.R.',/ mild communication disorder d
severe behavior d s'function

2 a Andrea Lamson 11-11-65/14 yrs.-tlimy. moderate M.R./ nild motor dysfunction./ matl.
. -....;..\behavior dysfunctioni
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flab 1a 2, continued,

{;TP1UCT IOM

1014 /I 'I'. R. CLASSROOM BIRTHOATE/A0E* 11ANDICAPpp CHARACTERISTICS

.4w-es 1,.bloks-

.

- 10-65/15 yrs. - t,i'mo.

.

moderate M.R. / mild communication disorder /

mild b avior d sfun tion /

JohnnylWilllams

,

.

9-6-65/15 yrs.- MO. mild C.P. /severe M.R. / mild motor dysfung.
tiOn / legallyJAInd,./ deaf / severe communIT
cfition dysfunction / severe behavior dysfunc-

tion - i

3.

,.............................

Jana Leonard 12-7-63/16 yrs.-10, mo.

...............

severe M.R. /,,mild motor dysfunction / 16011
blind / hard of, hearing- / severe CommunIcat10
dysfunction /'savers behavior dysfunction /
,mIld health Impairment .

* = age as of 10-1-80, when Music Research Project involvement initiated.
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a, mda5urement of skill acgulsition. An objective referenced instru-

'hoot h00 [won [luuhr. curriculum was used to v.:,rity 'Ail] Acquisition,'

That instrument lu shown as. APpondlx U, itirin t of all children, those

under Instruction and those welting to begin Instruction under the multiple

baseline procedure, were taken In October, December, February and May of

1980-81 using this Instrument. Satisfactory (.90 and higher) inter-rater

reliability measures were achieved between two data keepers prior to the

administration of each baseline testing. Students not participating In the

study. were used to achieve these inter-rater reliability Chuks.

After the child was'placed In instruction, data were gathered continuously

by the classroom teacher and the music consultant. The mOor purpose of this

continuous datpswas to make modificat:ons in the child's instructional pro-

,

gram to facilitate progress.' A'description of the types of decision making

that was done with these continuous data is described in the Data Based

Classroom for Moderately and Severely Handicapped.

b. Measurement of generalization. To determine if the child was using

these taught music skills in his home setting, questionnaires were administered

on an interview basis to tietermine whether children were using music skills in

the home. See Appendix C for copy of questionnaire. The questionnaires were

administeredAn October, Decebber, February and May of the project year.

12



Results. Multiple baseline plots were made across the four components

of the curriculum. These are shown in Figure 1 (Rhythm), Figure 2 (Singing),

ci_ure 3 (Melody), Figure 4 (Harmony), and Figure 5 (all Jsic Skills).

These figures show the results of the total scores for each of the three

groups in the four major curricular areas in all music skills combined. An

examination of each of the figures demonstrates gains in scores by each

croup of students for each area of the curriculum and the total curriculum.

,Group 1 commenced instruction in October and thus should have shown some

stability between the October and the December testIng: Group 2 started

instruction in December and should have been starting to show gain between

December and February. Group 3 started instruction in February. An examina-

tion of each of the figures shows that all groups gained in all areas during

each of the testing periods in rhythm (Figure 1) and harmony (Figure 4).

In Figure 2 Groups 2 and 3 showed gains during each testing whereas Group

.1 showed a loss between the. October and December testing but then signifi-

cant gains between December and April (Figure 2). Figure ,3 shows the melody

scores and indicates that all groups gained between the October and December

tests and GroupsI and 2 continued to gain during the subsequent two testing.

Group 3 lost scores in the melody area between December and April. .An examIr-

ation of Figure 5 shows gains across the entire- curricultim between each test-
*

ing period for each of the groups.

In an effort to determine if any of the sub-areas of each of the

four music curriculum areas were skewing the data, multiple baselines were

plotted for each of the sub-areas. These graphs are showed in Appendix

D. An examination of those .-sub-areas indicated no individual sub-areas

with aberrant patterns.

\
t

A test of general skill acquisition of ie scores was accomplished
.

for all students acAss all areas. The individual scores for'each'student

t'

13
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Figure 2. Singing Total Scores

Oct. Dec.

1000
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92o

883

840

800
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640
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56o

520

48o
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400.
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80
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0
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(218)
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Feb. April
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0
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(273)

F.

Total Score Performance of All Students
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Figure 5, All Musk: Skills Total Scores
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are shown in Table 3.. October scores are shown as score 1 and the, April

scores are shown as score 2. The two scores were statistically compared

t-t-ast and ara 7ound to be significant at the .D4 level.

Of the 18 children whowere involved in the study generalization data

were obtained for 14. These data were obtained from tie parents or group

home parents using the instruments shown in Appendix C.

Of the 14 children two showed no generalization data. All the remain-

ing 12 showed no generalization data being exhibited until the final test-
,

ing period in hiy. The amount of generalization varied considerably with

each child and is summarized as follows:

Preschool

Child number 1: no evidence.

Child number 2 progressed from seldon .clapping to often clapping in

time with music, from never swaying to music to often swaying to music,

and from never bouncing when he heard music to very often bouncing when he

_heard_mus.Lc-- 1-naddi.t-i-on--th-i-ss-pert-i-cu ar-Stilifelirli. i="64 re-ssed -from never

voluntarily playing at autoharp, guitar or ukulele to often playing at the

autoharp, guitar or ukulele independently.

Child number 3 progressed from seldom dancing in time to music to

often dancing in time to music and from never imitating shOrt segments of

a familiar song by tapping or clapping to 'sometimes eneaging in that behavior.

Child number 4 progressed from seldom to often playing rhythm instru-

ments and played with,three different instruments; tambourine, drum and

bells. He progressed from seldom to often imitating short segments of a

familiar song by tapping or clapping and progressed frog never attending

to music on tapes or records to often attending. Finally he went from a

situation of never wilting or drawing symbols which, look like music notes

to sometimes writing or drawing symbols which look like music notes.

Child number 5 would only clap with adult suggestion to music and now

19



Group
core 51
(Oct.)O

Score #2
(April) D: D2

1 109 143 34 1,156

1 111 164 53 2,309

2 324 590 266 70,756

3 41 80 41 1,681

2 151 241 90 '3,100

1 131 354 223 49,729

1 156 372 216 46,656

3 346 744 398 158,404

2 306 781 475 225,625

1 689 935 246 60,516

2 83 113 30 900

3 64 106 42 1,764

1 _605 737 132 17,424

2 498 1,402 904 817;216

1 398 686 288 82,944

2 495 779 284 ---1,80-,656_

3 32 39 7 .49

3 44 56 8 64

= 18 3737 .(0)2 1,626,449

tD2 = 13,965,169

= 877.965 t = .975, significant at .04 level

df = 17

Table 3

Test for Significance- BetWeen October and'April
Scores for all Students Across all Skills

J1-,=-18



sometimes does it independently. He also would only sway with adult

suggestion to music and now very often sways to musicolndependently. Only

wi=n adult suggestion did he tap to music and now he sometimes independently

taps to music. He never danced to music and now he often dances to music.

He sometimes played with a tambourine and now he often plays with a tam-

bourine. He never reacted differently to varying tempos or speeds of'music

now he often reacts to varying tempos. He seldom imitated short segments

of a familiar song by tapping or clapping and now he often does so.. Only

with adult suggestion did he sing or hum segments of a familiar song,bnow

he sometimes does that independently. Only with adult suggestion did he

play at the piano or organ now he sometimes does that independently. He

never played at the songflute and he often does that now. He never played,

at an autoharp, a guitar or a ukulele and he often does that now. He seldom

attended to music on the radio and he often does that now and he sometimes

attended to music on tapes or records and he, often does that now.

Child number 6.sometimesclapped to mustic now very often claps to music.

He seldom swayed independently to music now very often sways to it. He

seldom danced to music now very often dances to it. And although previously

never attended to music on the radio, tapes or records he now very often

attends to such music.

Child number 7 seldom danced to music and now sometimes does that. He

seldom reacted differently to varying tempos'of music and now he sometimes

does*that.

Elene tar

Chilc number 1 had no evidence of any generalization.

Child num9 =r 2 who seldom clapped to music independently now sometimes

does, and now very o en sways to music where he seldom did before. Although

formally he sometimes bo iced to music he now often does and where he seldom

10
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tapped in time with music he now sometimes does. He seldom imitates short

segments of a familiar song by tapping, clapping, hopping or by singing

and now he'often does all of those. here he sometimes attended to music

on tapes or records he now very often attends to music on tapes or records.

Where he never looked at printed music in a book he now does this.

Child number 3 never interacted with instruments and now sometimes

plays both the tambourine, drums and bells. Whereas he never attended to

music-on the radio or music on tapes or records, he now sometimes does.

-Secondary

Child number 1 who never played on the piano or organ now sometimes

does.

Child number 2 who only seldom attended tomusic on the radio now.often

does.

Child number 3 who only with adult suggestion played at the piano or

organ now sometimes does.

Child number 4 seldom tapped in time with music and he now sometimes

does. He never danced isi time tomusic and he now sometimes does. He

sometimes reacted differently to varying tempos of music and now often

reacts dTfferently to varying tempos of music. He fOrmally never played

at a piano, organ, harp, guitar or ukulele and now sometimes does. He

sometimes attended to music on the radio and now often does.

Discussion. An examination of the data presented in the multiple

,baseline figures is disappointing from a research design point of view ,

because the data slopes do not conform to the hy'pothesized slopes for

multiple baseline. Whereas only Group 1 should have shown progress between

the period.of October and December, progress is manifested by all groups

in all curricular areas during that period except in the singing area for

Group 1 who lost. Looking at the period from December to February one

11 22



would expect that Group 2 would show a sharp increase in learning during

that period since this is the time they entered into instruction and yet.

that sharp increase is not demonstrated in any of the.curricular areas.

The same lack of pattern exists for Group 3 who did not start their instruc-

tion until February. When onelooks at Figure 5 one sees that all groups

gained in each testing period.

We searched for explanations of this phenomenon and have 'pinpointed

two possible explanations. On' of the basic weaknesses of the study was

that the music instruction in the classroom, which was7the,generalization

training, was not sequestered and thus non-targeted children were exposed

to some learning. Although the formal music instruction was given only

to the children who are targeted in the groups, the generalization of that

instruction which was practiced in the classroom could be overheard by

other children in other groups. Therefore, we believe that there was some

vicarious transfer of learning, for we noticed that many of the children were

keeping time with the 'music when they were not engaged in instruction. In

addition, in'at least two cases where children were placed in Groups 2 and 3

at the preschool level, preschool parents independently began to instruct

their children in some of the music skills at home. This naturally con-

taminated some of the findings.'

As an alternative.to the multiple. baseline analysis, given the possi--

bility of contamination of instruction, we examined the gains made by the

students as a group utilizing a parametric statistic and, as is demonstrated

in Table 2, there is a significant difference between the pre and posttest

scores of the group of 18 children. This difference must be attributed to

instruction.

A word must be said about the composition of the three groups. We were

dealing with a limited population across three'classrooms. The composition

12
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of those classrooms were children who ranged from moderately to profoundly

handicapped. In addition, a variety of handicapping conditions could be

found in the classrooms. Because of the small numbers of children involved,

stratification by category of handicapping condition.or degree of severity

of handicap was not attempted. In retrospect, this is considered to lie a

design error. Stratification of sample by degree of handicapping conditions

probably would have, resulted in a more equitable distribution of children

to the three 0-oups, and perhaps,facilitated more meaningful analysis. 4he

difficulties caused by non-stratification of the sample can be iiiemonstrated

by examining the characteristics of the children in Group 3. These children

must be considered considerably morehandicapped than the children in the other

'two groups. There were two deaf/blind children in this group and they had

difficulty proceeding beyond the rhythm section of instruction. This distri-
.

bution of h-ndicapping conditions accounts somewhat for the depressed scores

as seen in Group 3.

The generalization results were somewhat disappointing in that they too

could not be tied to the times when the child entered..instruction. This was

partially explained by the parents failing to return the questionnaires in

4

some instances and generally no gains being shown in,the interim months.

Comparing the October generalization data with the April generalization data,

however, we do see evidence of generalization occurring. Certainly in at

least four of the pretchool children, and child 6, we see a fair

amount of accurnulatiori of data of generalization. At the elementary level

we see thiswith at least one of the.three children. At the secondary

level we can only say that one of the four children is showing reasonable

evidence of generalization.

The question logically becomes: Are these good results to achieve

with a population as handicapped as this? If one accepts the fact that

six of the 18 children on whom weJlad generalization data or 33% are

13 24'



showing good evidence of generalization, we must point to the music curri-

culum as being a valid instructional instrument that may enhance the leisure

activities of some moderately and severely handicapped children.

Certainly the data demonstrate that children can be taught music

skills' if one examines Table 2 and the significant results achieved. One
4 .

must also ,realize that all of.these data were gathered within one year

and represent only one year's instruction. 'If these children are placed

in a second and a third year of instruction with the same type of intensity,

to what degree they will learn music skills and how they will generalize

those skills is still not answered. The data suggest that they would con-

tinueto learn and continue to progress.

The general conclusion that we would make frowthese data is that first

it was disappointing that we were unable to demonstrate and correlate instruc-

tion to the gains via a multiple baseline approach. Because of n(1 control

group the validity of the parametrical statistical data are weakened

although the gains of the children, using themselves as their own control,

demonstrates significant progress. To our knowledge, there .is no evidence

:in the lit&rature of severely handicapped children acquiring music' skills

to th'e sophistication demonstratKIherein.

The study is cer,taiRly not definitive but it does provide strong

evidence-for the value of providing music as part'of the Curriculum; for

the moderately and severely handicapped.

a
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MUSIC CURRICULUM TAXONOMY - LEVEL J.

RHYTHM

A. Direct Physical Response to Music

B. Recognizes and Playspusical Instruments

C. Matches Tempo
,D. Rhythm imitation
E. Reads Rhythm Pattnrns

SINGIRG,v

A. Matches Pitch
B. Sings Melodic and Harmonic Patterns

C. Sings Simple Songs

MELODY INSTRUMENTS

A. Plays Melodic Patterns on

Melody Bells (XY- 10-PborLe .)

B. Plays Simple Melodies on
Melody Bells (Xylophone)

HARMONY INSTRUMENTS

A. Plays Chord Patterns on Autoharp
B. Plays Chords to a Song on Autoharp

-KEYBOARD SONG. FLUTE GW_TAR UKULELE

A. Matches BasicLocaters A. Matches Notes A. Matches Chords A. Matches Chords on- Ukulele

'B. Finds Basic Lccatcrs. B. Finds and Plays Notes on Guitar B. Finds and Plays Chords

C. Matches Whitr, Keys C. Plays.Melodic Patterns B. Finds and Plays on Ukulele

D. Finds and Plays White Keys on Song Flute Chords on Guitar C. Plays Chord Patterns

E. Plays' Melodic Patternson Keyboard D. Plays Simple.Songs on C. Plays Chord Patterns on Ukulele

F. Plays Simple Songs on Keyboard Song Flute on Guitar
D. Plays Chords toa Song

on Guitar

D. Plays Chords.to Sonn

on Ukulele



41.rea: Rhythm

r. Dir.ect Physical Response to Music - Level 1

7-erminal Objective: Student listens to a musical cue and responds with a
physical movement given verbal cue.

? :lase I

Pas.- II

Pase III

Rtudent listens to musical cue and responds with physical
movement given verbal cue, model and physical assistance.

Student listens to musical cue and responds with physical
movement given verbal cue and model.

Student listens to musical cue and responds with physical
movement given verbal cue.

The following suggested steps apply to each.of the phases above..

Steps:

1.

2.

3.

4. Sway (side to side
motion)

5. Clap hands
6. Stomp feet

Suggested Musical Examples

Start (with music) 1. Anything played on piano or record-musical chairs.
Stop (with music) 2. Anything played on piano or record-musical chairs.
Rock (back and forth

motion)
3. tong Time (a), My Little Pony Cd)

4. Song Time (a), Man 6n the Flying Trapeze (d)

5. Clap Your Hands (b)
6. Clap Your Hands (b)
7Clap Your Hands (b)

8. Tap toes 8.

I9. Stand up 9.

l0. Sit doWn 10.

1\1. Turn around 11.

. Jump 12.

1 . Hop 13.

1 . Sing arms 14.

Clap Your Hands (b)
Clap Your Hands (b)
Clap Your Hands (b)
Now Everyone Dance (a), Singing Top (d),
Snowflakes (d)
Popping Corn
Pogo Stick (a), John the Rabbit (d)
Hickory Dickory Dock

St.ggest d Materials: I.Each step requires the use of a musical example

TeachingiNotes

through piano, tape or record.

2. The music specialist will recommend appropriate
music for each example and if those'examples are
not readily available, will record them on cassette
tape for classroom use.

1. Teachtng Sequence - Teach all phases, one at a time, with one step before
coing on to \teach next step.
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A. Direct Physical Response to Music - Level 1, Continued.

2. This.i. 3 non-cumulative ,kill, therefore maintain each
Jcquirec szep with frequent review.

3. Steps 1 and 2 may be taught with any movement that the-student associates
with music (may include use of rhythm instruments). Other steps may

be altered to accommodate physical limitations.

4. This program may not be appropriate for the hearing impaired student. However,

assess all studentsas:some may respond at some level through musical

experience.

5. The purpose of this activity is to teach the student a means of respond-

ing to music as a leisure source.

6. Suggested musical selections taken from:

(a) Songs For our Small World
by Georgia E. Garlid and Lynn Freeman Olson
Schmitt Music Center, Inc.
527 Park Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415

(b) DeVeloning Everyday Skills
by William Jamak
Kimbo Educational
Box 246
Deal , nJ 07723-

(c) Getting to Know Myself
by Hap Palmer
Educafional Activities, Inc.
Box 392
Freeport, NY 11520

(d) ReaChing the Special Learner
Through gusic
by Sona D. Nocera
Silver Burdett Co.
Morristown, New Jersey

7. Musical examples are only suggestions. These may be changed according
to materials on had and musical taste of students involved.

41'
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Area:' Rhythm

B. Recognizes and Plays Musical Instruments - Level 1

T,!r-linal Objective: riven instrument name, student will pick up and play a

variety of rhythm instruments appropriately.

Phase I
Given instrument name, student will pick up the instrument,
teacher completely assists student to play appropriately.

Phase II Given instrument name, student will pick un and play it,
teacher assists student only as necessary to play appro-
priately. Student must play at some time independently for
a correct response.

Phase III Given instrument name, student will pick up and play it
appropriately in imitation of, teacher.

Phase IV Given instrument name, student will pick up and play it
independently in an appropriate wanner.

The following steps apply to each of the above phases.

Steps:

1. Tambourine (hitting or shaking) 7. Sandpaper Blocks

2. Cymbals. 8. Tone Block

3. Rhythmica q. Bells

4 . Rhythm Sticks 1°. Castanet

5. Dr-urn *11 Any rhythm instrument

6. Triangle (may include home made instruments)

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach step 1 through all phases, one at a time, before

teaching remaining steps in order. Repeat entire sequence for each new.

instrument. Sequence of materials may alter.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain recognition of each

instrument learned while introducing new instrument(s).

3. Teach student to play as many rhythm instruments as possible.

4. Teacher sits on the floor facing student (or directly across table) while

teaching this skill.

5. For hearing impaired students that do not have instrument name signs in

their repertoire, gestures of appropriate instrument motion may be used

as a cue.
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I Area: Rhythm

C. Matches Tempo - Level 1

ease I

P'..ase II

Objective: Student olays instrument to match changing tempo of
hand drum or piano played rhythmically. Student should
visually be able to see teacher play instrument.

Student claps to match steady tempo of hand drum or piano

played rhythmically. Student should be provided with visual
stimulus (include metronome and teacher model of steady

tempo)

Student claps to match steady tempo of hand drum or piano
played thythmically. Student should be provided with visual

stimulus. (Teacher model of steady tempo only.)

The following steps apply to Phases I and II above.

Steps:

1. Fast (approximately = 132-176)

2. Slow (approximately = 66-76)

3. Medium (approximate-ly 4-=-108---120)

P.7-ese III Student claps to match changing tempo of hand drum or piano
played rhythmically. Student should visually be able to see

teache-r-play-instrumentw-

The following steps apply to Phase III only.

Steps:

1. Fast - Slow - Fast
2. Slow - Fast - Slow
-3. Begin fasc gradually slow down
4.,Begin slow - gradually accelerate

-5. Random changes

Pease IV

P-ase V

Student plays instrument to match steady tempo of hand drum
or piaho played rhythmically. Student should be provided
with visual stimulus (include metronome and. teacher model

of steady tempo)

Student plays instrument to match steady tempo of hand drum

or piano played rhythmically. Student should he provided

with visual stimulus. (Teacher model of steady-tempo only.)

See next page for'steps.
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C. Matches Tempo - Level 1, Continued.

The following steps apply to Phases IV and V above.

Steps:

1. Fast (approximately J = 132-176)

2. Slow (approximately 66-76)

3. Medium (approximately 4 = 108 -120)

Phase VI Student plays instrument to match changing tempo of hand
drum or piano played rhythmically. Student should visually

be able to'see gather play instrument.

The following steps apply fo Phase VI only.

Steps:

1. Fast - Slow - Fast
2. Slow - Fast - Slow
3. Begin fast - graduall, slow down
4. Begin slow - g ldually accelerate
5. Random changes

Sugoested Branches: a. Complete physical assistance and model
b. Physical prompt and model

c. Model

Suggested Materials: A. Metronome
Piano

C. h:)nd Drum
D. Tambourine
E. Rhythmica

F. Rhythm Sticks
G. Bells
H. Strobes
I. Guitar-

J. Song Flute

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach Phase I, steps 1-3 before teaching Phase II,

steps 1-3, etc.
?

2. This program is appropriate for the hearing impaired because it is based

on visual rhythmic stimulus: If you choose to teach this program to the

hearing impaired, place one of their hands on the piano top or record

player speakers, and have them keep the tempo with the other hand. A

srall platform with speakers placed under it and the student sitting ono

top nay be helpful. The use of color or blinking lights plunged into

the speakers may also be of use. Imitating a tempo on large resonator

bells that vibrate well would also be useful.

3. A larger or a smaller body movement may be substituted for clapping in

Phases I-Ill if physical limitations, dictate such a change.



C. Matches Tempo Level 1, Continued.

4. The acquisition of this skill can be reinforced through generalization
lctivitias =rat'' require keeping time with :he ,music. Some suggested

activities follow:

1. Bouncing a ball to the tempo of the music.

2. Passing an object on each beat.

3. Clapping phrases to songs in place of words as in

"B.I.N.G.0." (d)
4. Fading words out so that they are mouthed as in "John Jacob

Jingelheimer Schmidt" (d).

5. Select suitable music to accompany a walking tempo such as

"Alley Cat" or "Let's Go. Walking" (d).

6. Select suitable music to accompany slow stately walks that can

be dramatized with royal capes (scarves) and swords (sticks)

such as a Handel "Minuet!'
7. Select music to accompany snappy marches such as Sousa's "Stars

and Stripes Forever" or Marching to Pretoria" (d).

8. Select music to accompany tiptoeing such as "My White Mouse" (d).

9. Select music to accompany running such as Mussorgsky's "Ballet

of the Unhatched Chicks'' or Offenbach's "Can Can Theme".

. Suggested. musical selections taken from:

(d) Reaching the. Special Learner Through Music

by Sona D. Nocera
Silver Burdett Co.°
Morristown, New Jersey



roa: Rhythm

D. Rhythm Imitation Level 1

Obioutivot Stud at will corractly imitate the cwill-mt:43:iiirct rhythm

pattern played on 'various instruments.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Phasr.! V

Phase VI

Phase VII

Phase VIll

Phase IX

Phase X

Student will correctly imitate the one - measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap and verbal
assistance to say all four beats (names of notes or words

of rhythmic phrase).
o

Student will correctly imitate.the one-measure rhythm pat-
tern given physical assistance to clap (all)'and verbal assistance

to say first three beats (note or word).

Studentwill correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm pat-
tern given physical assistance to clap (all) and verbal

assistance to say first two beats (note or word).

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm pat-

tern given physical assistance to (all) and verbal

assistance to say first beat only (note or word).

Student' will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm

pattern given physical assistance to clap only. Student
verbalizes four beats (note names or words) independently.

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm

pattern given physical assistance to clap first three

beats. Student claps fourth beat and verbalizes all four
beats, independently (note names or words).

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm

pattern given physical assistance to clap first two beats.

Student claps third and fourth beats and verbalizes all

four beats independently (note names or words).

Student i'll correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm

%\pattern gin i physical assistance to clap first beat_only.

Student claps,second, third and fourth beats and verbalizes

all four beats\independently (note names or words).

.
.

Student will corretly.imitate the one-measure rhythm pattern
when presented (teacher claps/verbalizes names of notes or

phrase ).

Student will correctly 'imitate the one-measure
pattern played on various'instruments.

rhythm

NOTE: See steps on next page.
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0, Rhythm Imitation - Level I, Continued.

-7h following stops apply to each of the ahovephases.

Stuns: Names of Notes

1. 4 4 fil tan, tgn, tan, ton
2. A 4 t t 2. egn , ?Srl , tal um
3. 4 4 a 3. ton, ton, ton, Tim

. 4 t 4. ton, um, Vm uLn

5. 'it i 5. ton, um
6. o 6. great, big, whole, note

R. 41 1 A P. 05n, t'n, half, note
7. A 7. half, note, half, note

9. 9. half, note, tin, egn
410. 4 10. ,:nn, ti-ti, tgn, ton

11.

i

41411.41,411. ti-ti, ti-ti, 05n, 05n

12. i t 12. egn, ti-ti, ton, um
13. 42 t 13. ti-ti, ti-ti, egn, rim

ih. J. dpill 4 ih. ton, dot, ti, ton, ton
15. d.

16. a. 4
15. half note, dot, ton
16. half note, dot, gm

Sgag9112Aity1120S....DJ21211

1, Chug Chug Toot Toot (Tug Boat-Small World'
2. Clap Clap Shh Shh (OR) Boom Boom Shh Shh
3. On to bed (Shh)
h. Clap, Shh Shh Shh
5. Clap Shh Clap Shh
6. Clap Hold Hold Hold
7. Hold it Hold it
A. Clap, Clap Hold it
9. Hold it Clap Clap
10. The children are here
11. Humpty Oumpty Fell ()own
12. The kittens sleep, shh
13. Children sleeping now, shh
lit. Play . . . the big drum'
15. Hold Your Hands Clap
16. Hold Your Hands Shh

Suggested Materials: A. Hand Drum
B. Rhythm Sticks
C. Tone Block
D. Triangle
E. Sand Paper Blocks
F. Tambourine

G., Song Flute
H. Piano
I. Autoharp.

J. Guitar
K. Ukulele

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases, one at a time, with one step before
going on to next step.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain each acquired step with
frequent review.

3. C1BD the notes in the following manner:.

(tin) = one clap = one beat
(n) = both haiids make fists = one beat
(half note) = one clap and hands remain together for second beat

11
(rove forward) = two beats ,

(ti-ti) = two quick claps = one beat
o (great big whole note) = one clap and hands remain together for

three more beats (move forward) = four beats
J. (half note dot) = one clap and hands remain together for second

and third beats = three beats
J' (ti) = one quick clap = 1/2 beat
4. (On dot) = one clap and hands remain together = 11 beats

L. If it is determined that the student is having difficulty associating
the names of notes with the tictivity, it is possible to supplement
familiar short phrases. See4suggested rhythmic phrases.

tie
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0, Rhythm Imitation - Level 1, Continued. v

5, If the student has limited verbal skills, use sounds from his vocabulary,

6. Suggested cue; Teacher models complete rhythmic pattern, then Cutts the

'student, "You do It" or "Your turn",

1. Teacher sits facing student so eye contact can be established arid the

student can easily see the hands of the teacher as the pattern is

clapped (Phases I-1X) or played (Phase X).

8. A larger or smaller body movement may be substituted for clapping if

physical limitations dictate such a change.

9. Generalize these skills In group programs using songs the rhythms can

be clapped to

10. Use a variety of instruments for Phase X and begin to look for student

interest in particular instruments. Utilize instruments closely related

to clapping (1,.e., rhythm sticks, sandpaper blocks) initially.

Suggested Musical Examples for UenerailzatIon

1. Clap and Rest (a)

2. Clap and Rest (a)

3. Clap and Rest (a).

4. Clap and Rest (a)
5. Good Old Fashioned Rock and Roll Song (a)

6. Joy (a)
7. Walking Notes (a)
8. In the Zoo (b)

9. Feelings (c)
10. Out in the Country (b)

11. Morning Bells are Ringing (from Brother John)

12. Good Old Fashioned Rock and Roll Song (a)

13. Be My Friend (c)

14. Change (c)

15. Circle Game (c)
16. Circle Game (c)

GeneraJizaLLDn_Activiries

1.. Clapping phrases to songs in place of words ("Bingo" Style).

2. Fading words out so that they are mouthed as in John Jacob Jingelheimer

Schmidt (d).

3. So hat have clapping patterns as integral part of song;

"3ingo" (d), "Chicka Hanka" (d), "Pat-a-Cake" (d) .

12. Suggested musical selections taken from:

a. The Feel of Music
by Hap Palmer
Educational Activities, Inc.
Box 392
Freeport, NY 11520
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0, Rhythm Imitation Level 1, Continued,

h, Solo '(:)r Our ':)111411 World

by Georgia E. Garld and Lynn Freemen Olson
Schmitt Music Center, Inc.
527 Park Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415

c. (letting to Know Myself
by Hap Palmer
Educational Activities, Inc.
Box 392
Freeport, NY 11520

d. Reaching the Special Learner Through MU3IC
by Soria D. Nocera
Silver Burdett Cf.
Morristown, New Jersey.



Area; Rhythm-

E, Rozids Rhythm PaCt Ins - Leval 1

Phase I

`irnddw: correLKlyvorhol12.0 ond chpi
, .

whorl i;noy era ire amen.
rhyKhm atterns

Student correctly verbalizes and claps rhythm pattern pre -
canted with verbal cue, teacher to physically easlat over
each note.

Phase II SAudent correctly verbalizes and claps rhythm pattern pre-
%41ted with verbal cue, teacher to model over tech note.

' 4

Phase III Student correctly verbalizes and claps rhythm pattern pre-
sented with verbal cue, teacher,to point to each note.

Phase IV

Phase V

Student correctly verbalizes and claps rhythm pattern pre-

sented with verbal cue.

Student correctly verbalizes and claps rhythm Pattern when

presented.

d

The following steps apply to each of the phases above.

Steps:

2.
3. di /1
14. fit 4 41
5. I.
6.

78, 1 4

10. ci

11.

12. cle 4 A,
13. d 6 d
14. ra

15. )2 is
16. a la
17.

a
41 11 41

18. Pitt/19.

20. it 4 J i
21. A ZS .I i
22. 11 ta A
23. d 12
24.

/25. 5.
/ 26. a. .1

27. J. i

Sboaested-Materials: rLaminated flash cards with individual notes, flash
cards with complete patterns, or notes cut from felt.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases, one at a time, with one step before

42o4ng-on-to-teach next- s-tep.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, thereforemaiptatn each-acqUfied.step with

frequent-reView. Review can be madejmore interesting by performing.rhythms:

on instruments.



E. Reads Rhythm Patterns - Level 1, Continued.

3. flap t-e notes in the following manner:
(thin) = one clap and say name of note = one beat

I Rim) both hands make fists and name note = one beat
d (half note) = one clap and hands remain together for second beat and

name note (move forward) = two beats
(ti-ti) = two quick claps and name note= one beat

o (great big whole note) = one clap and hands remain together for three
more beats and name note (move forward = four beats

J. (half note dot) = one clap and hands remain together for second and
third beats = three beats

4. If a student is unable to articulate the note names his closest approxi-

mation should be accepted. It is important however that some verbalization

is attempted to ensure the student is internalizing the beat of each note.

5. Teacher sits across table from student so eye contact can be maintained

and student cap_sge,example clapped and can see corrections clapped.

b.' Suggested cue when teaching: Teacher models Thythmic pattern, then cues
the student "You do it", or "Your turn".

7. This is not a required program. Some students may not have ability to
understand the symbolism.' If this is the case, do not spend time teach-

ing it. Reading music-is not a requirement for progression through Level I

taxonony. This program would need to be taught at the second level,
however, before teaching the RhythwE program at that level.



Area: Singing

A. Matches Pitch - Level 1

T-rninal Ohjec7've: Student can sing (on pitch) in imitation of the pitches

presented and hold for three seconds.

Phase 1
Student will emit any singing sound in imitation of singing

sound presented.

Phase II Student will emit any singing sound in imitation and hold for

one second.

Phase III Student will emit any singing sound in imitation and hold for

two seconds.

Phase IV Student will emit any singing sound in imitation and hold for

three seconds.

Phase V Student will sing in imitation an approximation of the sound

presented and hold for one second.

Phase VI Student will sing in imitation an approximation of the sound

presented and hold for two- seconds.

Phase VII Student will sing in imitation an approximation of the:sound

presented and hold for three seconds.

Phase VIII Student will sing in imitation the pitch presented and hold

for one second.

Phase IX Student will sing in imitation the pitch presented and hold

for two seconds.

Phase X Student will sing in imitation the pitch presented and hold

for three seconds.

The followilg steps apply to all the phases above.

Steps:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

These steps will be individualized starting

with a pitch the student has previously

been heard to sing and gradually extending

the range.

Suggested Materials: Use the piano, glockenspiel, melody bells, or other
melodic instruments to determine the correct pitches

the.student sings.
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A. Matches Pitch - Level 1, Continued.

'Teaching Notes: 1. Teaching Sequence- Teach all phases, one at a time, with
one step before going on.to teach 'next step.

2. In developing each student's individualized steps For
this program, it is suggested that the music specialist
supervise the baseline testing very closely to deter-
mine what pitches are naturally occurring in the stu-
dent's repertoire. More than five steps may-be-developed.

A. During testing, the specialist should sing a note
which is in the student's range. if the student sings
a note other than the one presented, the specialist should

change to the note'the student sings.

3. Begin group singing of simple songs (i.e., Hot Cross
Buns, Rain Rain Go Away) in conjunction with this program to
promote generaliption. Make the singing a FUN activity,

encourage participation or improvement without the use
of correction procedures during this group singing.

. For students whose langbage skills are not developed
sufficiently for them to say the letter names of notes,
an approximation is acceptable if the pitch is correct -

this is a SINGING activity. Hand signs may also be

added for students with language limitations.

5. The use of solfege syllables may be more desirable than
note names because solfege syllables have a more open
quality and are easier to sustain than the nasal letter

name sounds. The use of solfege will also facilitate trans-
posing to different keys and learning to read music

intervallically.

6. This program is appropriate for the hearing impaired. The

hearing impaired ind44/idual can match pitches to some degree

.by feeling the vibrations of the tone. -Large resonator
bells are suggested for this activity with the hearing

impaired.
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Area: Singing

B. Sings Melodic and Harmonic Patterns - Level 1

Ter-linal Objective: Student will correctly sing in imitation the :hree note
pattern presented visually and auditorily.

Phase 1 Student will correctly sing in imitation the three note pat-
tern given verbal assistance with all three pitches,

Phase II Student will correctly sing in imitation the three note pat-
tern given verbal assistance with first two pitches.

Phase III Student will correctly sing in imitation the three note pat-
tern given verbal assistance with first pitch only.

Phase 11, Student will correctly sing in imitation the three note pat-
tern presented visually and auditorily.

The following suggested steps apply to each of the phases above.

Steps:

1. Low, low, low
2.,High, high, high
3. Middle, middle, middle

13. fff-fa fa fa
14. ggg-sol,sol sol
15. aa-la la la

4. Low, high, low 16. bb6-ti ti ti

5. high, low, high 17. ccc-do do do

6. Low, middle, high 18. ode -do re mi

7. High, middle, low 19. edc-mi re do

8. I step up 20. fed-fa mi re

9. 1 step down 21. ccg-do do' sol

10. ccc-do do do 22. aag-la la sol

11. ddd-re re re 23. ffe-fa fa mi

12. eee-mi mi mi 24. ddc-re re do

Suggested Materials:

25. gge-sol sol mi
26: gea-sol mi la.
-27. gec-sol mi do
28. gag-sol la sol
29. fdb-fa re ti
30. edc-mi sol do
31. edf-ni re fa`
32. cfg-do fa sol
33 ceg-do mi sol
34. bdg-ti re sol
35 cfa-do fa la
36. bfg-ti fa sol

. Teacher can use the piano, glockenspiel,.aelody
bells, song flute, or any-other melodic instruments
to determinethe correct pitches for these patterns.
Piano or two-octave glockenspiel must be used for 'steps

34 and 36'.

. Flash cards.with patterns on them will be used
merely as a means to expose students to musical
notation.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before

going on to' next step.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain each acquired step

with frequent review.
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B. 'Sings Melodic and Harmonic Patterns - Level 1, Continued.

3. It is suggested that the music specialist supervise the
very closely :3 determine what pitches are naturally occurring in the
student's repertoire.

4. If the student is unable to sing the words, letter names,or solfege, the closest

approximation of the words should be_accepted providing they do match
pitches by humming.

5. For steps 1-7 use the three black notes for low, middle and high,. tf
they fall within the student's natural range. If not, try to find 3

adjacent pitches within the student's range.

6. Adult should point to notes on flashcards as she sings .them and as stu-
dent imitates them.

7. Provide fun, group singing activities, to promote generalization of this skill.

a._Lo and Hi by Hap Palmer Steps 1-9
b. Ebeneeier Sneezer (Small World) Steps 10-17
c. Do a Deer Step 18

d. Elephant Song Steps 19-20
e. Twinkle Twinkle Little Star Steps 21-24
f. Rain, Rain, Go Away Steps 25-26
g. He's Got the Whole World in His Hands Steps 27-29

h. Mary Ann Steps 30-31

i. Down in the Valley Step 32

8. The use of'solfege syllables may be more desirable than note names because
solfege syllables have a more open quality and are easier to sustain than
the nasal letter name sounds. The use of solfege will also facilitate
transposing to different keys and learning to read music intervallically.

9. Kodaly hand signals and resonator bells could be adapted in this program
for use with the hearing impaired.



Area: Singing

C. Sings Simple Songs - Level 1

7

Terminal Objective: Student will sing a simple (four phrase) song in imita-

tion of adult.

Phase I
Student will sing first phrase of song in imitation of adult .

with adult assistance.

Phase II Student will sing first phrase of song in imitation of adult.

Phase III Student wi4-sing second phrase of-song in imitation of adult

with adult assistance.

Phase IV Student will sing second phrase of song in imitation of adUlt.

Phase V Student will sing first'and second phrases of song in imita-

tion of adult with adult assistance.

Phase VI Student will sing first and second phrases of song in imita-

tion of adult.

Phase VII Student will sing third phrase of song in imitation of adult

with adult assistance.

Phase VIII Student will sing third phraSe of song in imitation of adult.

Phase IX Student will sing first, second and third phrases of song in

imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Phase X Student will sing first, second and third phrases of song in

imitation of adult.

Phase Xl Student will sihg fourth phrase of song in imitation of adult

with adult assistance.

Phase XII Student will sing fourth phrase of, song in imitation of adult.

Phase XIII Student will sing entire song in imitation of adult with

adult assistance.

Phase XIV Student will sing entire song in imitation of adult.

The following suggested steps apply to each of the phases above.

Steps:

1. Rain, Rain Go Away
2. Hot Cross Buns
3. Elephant Song

4. Frog Song

5. Go Tell Aunt Rhodie
6. Boil that Cabbage

Suggested Materials: Song sheets can-be-used as another sourcgi of

exposure to musical notation for the student.
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C. Sings Simple Songs.- Level 1, Continued.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence -. Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before

going on to teach next step.

2. Other songs of the same range and approximate difficulty.may be substi-

tuted.

3. Add any other four phrase songs to the list of steps to be taught.

4. The use of solfege syllables may be more desirable than note names
because solfege syllables have a more open quality and are easier to

sustain than the nasal letter name sounds. The use of solfege will

also facilitate transposing to different keys and learning to read

music intervallically.

5. Kodaly hand signals and resonator bells could be adapted in this program
for use with the hearing impaired or sign language could be, used to
express the words of the song.



Area: Melody Instruments

A. Plays. Melodic Patterns on Melody Bells (Xylophone) - Level 1

/'

Terminal Objective: Student will correctly play 6n-the xylophone in ifriita-

tion the three note pattern presented.

Phase I

Phase 11

Phase III

Phase IV

Student will correctly play on the xylophone in imitation the

three note pattern given physical assistance with all

three pitches.

Student will correctly play on the xylophone in imitation the
three note pattern given physical assistance with the first

two pitches.

Student will correctly play on the xylophone in imitation the
three note pattern given physical assistance with the first
pitch only.

Student will .correctly play on the xylophone in imitation the

three note pattern presented.

The following steps apply to each of the phases above.
9

Steps:

1. Low, low, low
2. High, high, high
3. Middle, middle, middle
4. Low, high, low
5. High, low, high
6. Low, middle, high
7. High, middle, low
8. I step up
9. I step down
10. ccc-do do do
11. ddd-re re re
12. Pee -mi mi mi

13. fff-fa fa fa
14. ggg-sol sol sol
15. aaa-la la la
16. bbb-ti ti ti
17. ccc-do do do
18. cde-do re mi
19. edc-mi re, do.

20. fed-fa mi re
21. ccg-do do sol
22. aag-la la sol
23. ffe-fa fa mi
24. ddc-re re do

SuggestedL-Materialslo 'hone ,p I ano, flashcards.

25. gge-sol sal mi
26. gea-sol mi la
27. gec-sol mi do
28. gag-sol sol

29. fdb-fa re ti
30. egc-mi sol do
31. edf-mi re fa
32. cfg-do fa sol
33. ceg-do mi so1
34. bdg-ti re sol
35. cfa-do fa la
36. bfg-ti fa sol

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before

going on to next step.

2. This is a non-cumulative skill, therefore maintain each acquired step

with frequent review.

3. it is most desirable to sing the notes and play them at the same time, to

develop a good ear. The,tpacher should model this behavior, however it is

not a required task for the student.
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A. Plays Melodic Patterns on Melody Belts (Xylophone) Level 1, Continued

4. Teacher and student should sit next to each other facing the bells.

5. Steps 1-33 can be played on any one octave set of melody bells. Steps 34

and 36,require two octaves of bells. If this is not available,
these steps can be performed on a piano with the note.names written on

the keys.

6. Teacher should present each new step as a new flashcard so the student
can be exposed to musical notation.

7. The use of solfege syllables may be more desirable than note names
because solfege syllables have a more open quality and are easier to
systain than the nasal letter name sounds. The use of solfege will
also facilitate transposing to different keys and learning to read
music intervallically.

1/4
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Area: Melody Instruments

B. Plays Simple Melodies on Melody Bells (Xylophone) - Level 1

Terminal Objective: Student will play a simple (four measure) song in

imitation of adult.

Phase I
Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult

with adult assistance.

Phase II Student will play first Measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase III Student will play second measure of song in imitation of

adult with adult assistance.

Phase IV Student will play second measure of song in imitation of

adult.

Phase V .
Student will play first and second measures of song in imi-

tation of adult with adult assistance.

?hase VI Student will play first and second measures of song in imi-

tation of adult.

Phase VII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult

with adult assistance.

Phase VIII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase IX Student will play first, second and third measures of.song in

imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Phase X Student will play first) second and third measures of song in

imitation of adult.

Phase XI Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of

adult with,adult assistance.
-i, ,?

?hase XII Student will play fourth measure of song in imitationof

adult..

Phase X111 Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of

adult with adult assistance.

Phase XIV Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of

adult.

The following suggested steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:

1. Rain, Rain Go Away
2. Hot Cross Buns
3. Elephant Song
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Et Plays Sinple Melodies on Melody Bells (Xylophone) - Level 1, Continued

Suggested ,Jaterials: 1. Melody Bells (xylophone),

2. Song sheets can be used Ps another source
of exposure to musical .station for the student.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before
going on to next step.

2. Songs used for this activity are simpler than songs that have been sung
by the student. At level 1, use only songs that consist of four measures

3. When, presenting each measure, the adult should sing the words or solfeae

'while play.ng the melody and encourage the student to sing words,or

solfege also.

t\ ,

two .iticks.
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'Area: Harmjly Instruments

A. Plays Chord Patterns on Autoharp Level 1

-Terminal- Objecti-ye:- -Student will co/reedy play on the-autoharp in imita-
tion the four CS rd pattern presented .

Phase I

Phase II

Phase 1.11

Phase fV

Phase .V

Student will correctly, play on the autoharp in imitation the

four chord pattern given physical assistance with all four

chords.

P"
Student will correctly play on the autoharp in imitation the

four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first

three chords.

Student Will correctly play on the autoharp in imitation the

four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first

two chords.

.

Student will correctly play on the autoharp in imitation the

fopr Chord pattern given physLsa.1 assistance with the first

chord only.

Student will correctly play on the autoharp in imitation the

four chord pattern presented.

The fo lowing steps apply to each of the above phases.

J
Steps.:

1.cpcc 6. C F G7 C

2. F F FF 7. F C F C

3. G7G7 G7 G7 8. G7 C q7 c
4. C G7 G7 C 9. F C G1 C

,5.CFFC 10. G7 C F C

Suggested Materials: 1. Autoharp
2. Fthshcards

Teachrng_Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence I Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before,

going on to next step.

2. It is most desirable to sing the name of the chord by singing the root

of the chord (the note corresponding to the name of th0 chord)-to develop

a good ear. The teacher should model this behavior, however it is not a

required task -for the student. These chords may be sung in solfege.

\

(i
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A. .Plays Chord Patterns on Autoharp - Level 1,.Continued.
. ,

3

.

The autoharp may be placed on a table or in' the* lap. The long straight
side will be closest to your body. The strokes should occur across the 0

middle section. A stroke is a motion across the strings, away from the
body, using the thumbnail, a pick, or fingernail of the index finger, 1

whichever you or the student finds most comfortable. The left hand will,
finger the chords by pressing the bar firmly. This will require crossing
the right hand over the left hand to stroke.

4. Teacher should present each new step as a new flashcard so the student
can be exposed to chord notation.

,

O
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Area: Harmony Instruments

B. Plays Chords to a Song on Autoharp - CeVel 1

Terminal Objective:. Student will play a simple (four measure) song in
imitation of adult.

Phase I
Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult

with adult assistance.

Phase II Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase. III Student will play second measure of song in imitation of

adult with adult assistance.

Phase IV Student will play second measure of song in imitation of

adult:

Phase V Student will playfirst and second mesures of song in iml-
.

.

tation of adult with adult assistance.
0 . .

Phase VI Student will play first.and second masures of song, in mi7

tation of adult.

Phase VII '

Phase VIII

Phase
IX

)

( Phase X

Phase Xi

Student will play third measure of song In imitation of,aduli

with adult assistance. .

Student will play third measure osong in imitation of adult.
5

Student will play first, second and third measures ot song.'

imitationof adult with adult assi§,tanceTP.-

Student will play first, second and third measures of song 611
)

imitation of adult. . .

.

Student will play,fourth measure -of song in Wtation of

adult with adult assistance.
,

Phase XII Studerdwill play fourth measure of song in imitation of,.
adule.

Phase XIII Student will play entire four meavir,0 seing in imitation of

adult with adult assistance. °

2

ek

Phase XI'! Student will play entire four measure song ,in 4imitation of

adult.

The following sugoested'steps apply to the phasAabove.
.

,sSteps:

1. Frog Song .

2. Not Cross. Buns

3 Elephant Song
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B. Plays Chords to a Song on Autoharp - Level 1, Continued.

Suuoested Mataria13: 1. Autoharp

2. Song sheets can be used as another source

of exposure to musical notation for the student.

Teaching Notes:

I. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before

going on to next step.

2.. Songs used for this activity are simpler than songs that have been sung

by the student. At level 1, use only songs that consist of four measures.

3. When presenting each measure, the adult should sing the words while

playing the harmony and encourloe the student to sing words also.



Area: Keyboard

A. Matches Basic Locaters - Level 1

Terminal Objective: Student places felt or cardboard pieces to match basic
locaters on laminated keyboard gi.,en verbal cue.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Student places felt or cardboard piece to match basic locater
on laminated keyboard given verbal cue, model and physical

assistance.

Student places felt or cardboard piece to match basic locater
on laminated keyboard given verbal cue and model.

Student places felt or cardboard piece to match basic locater
on laminated keyboard given verbal cue.

The following suggested steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:

1. Black keys

2. Two black keys

3. Low key in group Of two black keys.

4. High key in groLp of two black keys.

5. Three black keys.

6. Low\key in group of three black keys.

7. Middle key in group of three black keys.

8. High key in group of three black keys.

LIMILLJUI
1' Lir 'I' 1

ir"illi' I

LT'

Suggested Materials: I. Two sets of small laminated keyboards.

2. Two sets of illustrations of each step.
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A. Matches Basic Locaters Level 1, Continued.

'7,-achinq Notes:

I. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before
soing on to the next step.

2. Be sure that low is always to the Student's left, that high is always to
the student's right and middle is always in the center. Both student and
teacher sit facing keyboard.

3. As a preparation activity to this program, finger play songs can be used
to prepare the student for the keyboard.
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Area: Keyboard

B. Finds Basic Locaters - Level 1

Terminal 0117ective: Student finds and plays basic locaters on keyboard
given verbal cue.

Phase I Student finds and plays appropriate key/s given verbal cue,

model and physical assistance.

Phase II Student finds and plays appropriate key's given verbal cue

and model.

Phase III Student finds and plays appropriate key/s given verbal cue.

The following suggested steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:

1. Black keys .

2. Two black keys

3. Low key in group of two black keys.

4. Ni; h key in group of two black keys.

5. 'Three black keys.

6. Low key in group of three black keys.

7. key in group' of three black k6yS:

8. Hick key in group of three black keys.

Suggested Ma=erials: Piano

1YY11111

Teaching Notes: 1. Teach all phases one at a time with one step before

going to next step.

2. Both student and teacher sit facing the keyboard.

3. As a preparation activity to this program, finger play

songs can be used to prepare the student for the keyboard.
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Area: Keyboard

C. Matches White Keys - Level 1

Terminal Obiective: Student places note name on appropriate key while (liven

verbal cue.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Phase V

Student places note name on appropriate key given verbal cue,

model, locater assistance, visual cue, and physical assistance.

Student places note name on appropriate key given verbal cue,

model, locater assistance, and visual cue.

Student places note name on appropriate key given verbal cue,

model and locater assistance.

Student places note name on appropriate key given verbal c\ue

and model.

Student places note name on appropriate key given verbal c

The following steps apply to the phases above.

Steps: Locater Assistance (Sung)

1. A 1,. 2, 3 - A
(3 black notes going up, back to white A)

2. B 2. I go to - B
(3 black notes going up, up to white B)

3. C 3. Down to - C
(2 black notes down, down to white C)

4. D 4. Low, High D

(2 black notes up, down to white D)

5. E 5. Up te E

(2
,

black notes up, up tia
\

white .0
\ .

6. F 6. I go to - F
(3 black notes down, down to whi :e F)

7. G 7. 3, 2, G
(3 black notes down, up to white G)
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. matches White Keys - Level 1, Continued.

or°

Succested Materials: 1. Two 'ets of laminated keyboards.
2. Two sets of letters, A-G or Do through Do.
3. Wax pencil.

Teacninq Notes:

1. Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before going on to new
step. Maintenance of notes learned can be accomplished by singing from
A up to each new note.

2. Locater assistance refers to the white notes location in relation to
black keys. The locater assistance should be sung by both adult and

student for Phases I-III.

3. Visual cue refers to name of note written on key.

4. 7Lacher and student should sit facing the keyboard.

5. if solfege has been used in the previous training of the individual, /

that training can carry over to the keyboard by teaching Do as middle/

C and working up to high Do from there. In that case the locater

assistance would be as follows:

Steps_ Locater Assistance

L do Down to - do Same as C

2- re Low, High re Same as D/

3- mi Up to - mi Same as E

4- fa 1 go to - fa Same as F

5- so 321.- so Same as G

6. la 123 - la Same as A

7. ti I go to - ti Same as B

These steps may aUo be Used in program D, Keyboard.



Area: Keyboard

D. Finds and Plays White Keys - Leyel.1

Terminal On7ectiv....: Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue.

Phase I
Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue, model,
locater assistance, visual cue, and physical assistance.

Phase Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue, model,
locater assistance, and visual cue.

Phase III Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue, model and
locater assistance.

Phase IV Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue and model.

Phase V Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue.

The following steps apply to the phases above.

Steps: Locater Assistance (Sung)

1. A 1. 1, 2, 3 - A
(3 black notes going up, back to white A)

2. B . I go -to - B
(3 black notes going up, up to white B)

3. C 3. Down to'- C
(2 black notes down, down to white C)

4. D 4. Low, High - D
(2 black notes up, down to white D

5. E 5. Up to - E
(2 black note up, up to white E)

6. F 6. I go to F

(3 black notes down, down to white F)

7.G 7. 3, 2, 1 G

(3 black notes down, up to white G)
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D. Finds, and Plays White Keys - Level 1, Continue .

Suggested Mate tals: 1. Piano or
2. Organ sustains pitch longer
3. Stickers of note names

Teaching Notes:

1. Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before going on to new step.-

2. Maintenance of notes learned can be accomplished by singing from A up to

each new note.

3. Locater assistance refers to the white notes location in relation to

black keys. The locater assistance should be sung by both adult and

student foe'Phases 1-1f).

4. Visual cue refers to name of note written'or placed on key.

5. Teacher and student should sit facing the keyboard.

6. If solfege has been
that training can
C and working up
assistance would

Step

used in the previous training of the individual,
carry over to the keyboard' by teaching Do as middle

to high Do from there. In that case the locator

be as follows:

Locater Assistance

1. do Down to - do Same as C

2. re Low, High - re Same as D

3. mi Up to - mi Same aS E

4. fa I go to fa Same as F

5. so 321 - so Same as G

0. la 123 la Same as A

7. ti I go to - ti k Same as B
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Area: Keyboard

E. Plays Melodic Patterns on Keyboard - Level 1

Terminal Objective: Student will correctly play on the keyboard in imita-
tion the three note pattern presented.

Phase I Student will correctly play on the keyboard in imitation the
three note pattern presented given physical assistance with
all three pitches.

Phase II Student will correctly play on the keyboard imitation the
three note pattern presented given physical assistance with
the first two pitches.

Phase III Student will correctly play on the keyboard in imitation the
three note pattern given physical assistance with the first
pitch only.

Phase V Student will correctly play on the keyboard in imitation the
three note pattern presented.

The following suggested steps apply to each of the phases above.

Steps:
4*

1. Low, high, low (two black keys) 10. aea 19. ede

2. Low, middle, high (three black keys) 11. bbb 20. fed

3. Low, low, low (three black keys) 12. ccc 21. gge

4. Middle, middle, middle (three black keys) 13. ddd 22. age

5. High, high, high (three black keys) 14. eee 23. ccg

6. High, middle, low (three black keys) 15. fff' 24. aag

7. I step up (three black keys) 16. ggg 25. ffe

8. I step-down(three black-keys)- 17. aaa 26. ddc

9. 1, 2, 3 -.A 18. cde

Suggested Materials: 1. Piano or organ
2. Flash cards with patterns on them will be used

merely as a means to further expost students to
musical patterns.

Teaching Notes:

I. Teaching Sequence Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before

going on to next step.

2. This is a non-cumulative *ill, therefore maintain each acquired step with
frequent review.

3. When presenting each pattern, the adult should sing the note names while
playing the pattern and encourage the student to sing note names also

!ft
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E. Plays Melodic Patterns on Keyboard - Level 1, Continued.

4. Adult should point to the notes on the flashcards as he plays them

and oi the titudent imitates them.

5, 11 soifege is used, steps 9-26 should be as follows:

9. Down to - do 18. do re mi

10. do do do 19. mi re do

11. re re re 20. fa mi re

12. mi mi ml I 21. sol sol ml

13. fa fa fa 22. la Sol me

14. sol sol sol 23. do do sol'

15. la la la 24.1a la sol

16. ti ti ti 25. fa fa mi

17. do do do 26. re re do

6i



Area; Keyboard

F. Plays Simple Songs pa Keyboard - Level 1

T(!rmial Oblac*,:iv,!: Student will play a dimple (four phrases) song in imi-
tation of adult.

Phase I Student will play firsrmeasure of song in imitation of adult
with adult assistance.

Phase II Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase III Student will play second measure of song in imitation of
adult with adult assistance.

Phase IV Student will play second measure of song in imitation of
adult.

Phase V

J Phase VI

Student will play first and second measures of song in imi-
tation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will play first and second measures of song in imi-
tation of adult.

Phase VII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult
with adult assistance.

Phase VIII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase IX Student will play first, second and third measures of song'
in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Phase X Student will play first, second and third measures of song
in imitation of adult.

Phpse XI Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of,
adult with adult assistance.

P;103.' XII Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of
adult.

Phase XIII Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of
adult with adult assistance.

Phase XIV Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of
adult.

The folrowing suggested steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:

I. Hot Cross Buns
2. Elephant Song.
1.__Frog Song,



S Plays Simple Songs an Keyboard - Level 1, Continued

,I(Aeitad Mar3r1rili:

Teaching Notes:

1. Nino

2. Song sheets can be used as another source
of exposure to musical notation for the student.

I. Teaching Sequence - teach all phases one at a time, with one step beforle

going on to next step.

2. Songs used for thls activity are simpler than songs that have been sung

by the student. At level 1, use only songs that consist of four measures.

3. When presenting each measure, the adult should sing the note names-while

playing the melody and encourage the student to sing note names also.
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Area: Song Flute

A, MOtChtth NOW5 LOY01 1

Terminal Obiec,tive: Student covers appropriate holes on illustration to
!Nitch man given

Phase I Student covers appropriate holes on illustration to match.
note given. Verbal cue, model, visual cue, and physical ass's,
tance. 1*

Phase II Student covers appropriate holes on illustration. to match
note given verbal cue, model and visual cue.

Phase Ili Student covers appropriate holes on illustration to match
note 'given verbal cue and model.

Phase IV Student covers appropriate holes on illustration to match
note given verbal cue.

The following steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:
e

1. B o 2. A 3. G 4. F 5. E 6. D 6

(ti) ° (la) ° (sol) (fa) (mi) (re)
o 0 -TT "ir
o 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0

o 0 o 0 o 0

0 0

7. C lb li. C 41 o 9. D ° o

(do) (do) ° (re) °
. o o

o, o
o 0

o 0

Suggested Materials: Two laminated finger boards.
2. Sixteen circles to cover holes with.
3. Wax pencil.

Teaching Notes:

C.>

1. Teaching Sequence Teach all phases, one at a time with one step before

going onto new step.

2. Maintain each acquired step with frequent review.

3.. Visual cue refers to the name of the note written next to the model.

4. Fixed do solfege syllables may be used for this program if they have been

used in previous programs.

LA
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Area; Song Flute

0, Finds and Plays Notes Level 1.

,

Terminal Obleptive: Student plays appropriate note glven verbal cue.

Phao I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Stoidon plays iip ft 11aprolot '.o 9 34an vorbol eue, moded,

visual clue, and phxsicol assistance.

St;,Ident plays apprcipylate note given verbal cue, model and

visual cue:

/-
Studentplays appropriate note given verbal cue and model.

Student plays appTippelate note given verbal cue.

r

The foltowlng staPs apply to the phases above.

Steps:
/ S.

5
1.E1,- o 2. A. i 3.,G ,14.-F . 5. E 6.

o , o i

(ti)
(10--- (sol)---- (fa) (mi) : (r4-11---

o .., o , t o

o i. : 9 o o

z' 7.?' o o o o
A, o o . o o o

°I
0 1' 0

7. C o
- -
8. C o

N °
, 9. D o

P,-5-

(dP)
d!

. (*O. Q
:9

1 "o

' o

o b. o
I o 0

. >0

Suggested Materials:' 1. Two song flutes.
'2. Illustrations of steps above.

0, ,

,

Teaching Notes:

1. Teadh a.11 phases, one at a time'with one step before going on to new step.

,

2. tiaintaih each, acquired step with frequent review.

te

-

4. Visual 'cue refers.to illUstration of appropriate holes covered with name

'.1, of rote next to the illustration/

...Z. A ;
4. The top four holes are to be covered by the left hand, the bottom four

by the right band.
,

taulht first so the student learns to hold the song flute between

the ,thimb"and forefinger of the left hand and to rest the bottom of the

sdhOlute on the palm of the right hand.

6. Stddentd. may have a tendency to blow too hard. Instruct the student to



Area:, Song Flute

C. Plays 'Melodic Patterns on Song Flute Level 1

Ter7iinal Ob:ective: Student will correctly play on the song flute in imi-
t3tion the three note pattern presented.

Phase I Student will correctly play on the song flute in imitation
the three note pattern presented given physical assistance
with all three pitches.

Phase II Student will correctly play on the song flute in imitation
the three note pattern presented given physical assistance
with the first two pitches.

Phase III Student will correctly play on the song flute in imitation
the three note pattern presented given physical assistance
with the first pitch only.

Phase IV Student will correctly play on the song flute in imitation
the three note pattern presented.

The following steps apply to each of the phases above.

Steps:

1. bbb -ti ti ti 9. dddllre re re
2. aaa-la la la 10. bag-ti la sol

3_ ggg-sol sol sol 11. gga-sol sol la
4. fff-fa fa fa 12. cba-do ti la

5. eee-mi mi mi 13. abc-la ti do
6. ddd-re re re 14. ddc-re re do
7- tcc-do do do 15. dcb-re do re
3. (high c)7do do do

Suggested-Materials: 1. Song flute
2. Song sheets can be used as source .

of e*posure to musical notation the student (Key
of G).

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases, one at a time, with one step before
going or to -next step.

2. Adult should point to the notes on the flashcards and sing them)eefore
he plays then.

I
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Area: Song Flute

D. Plays Simple Songs on Song Flute Level 1

Mr7,1in31 Ojective: Student will play a simple (four phrase) song in imi-

tation of adult.

Phase I
Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult

with adult assistance.

Phase II Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase Ill Student will play second measure of song in,imitation of

adult with adult asisistance.

Phase IV Student will play second measure of song in imitation of

adult.

Phase V Student will play'first and second measures of song in imi-

tation of adult with adult assistance.

Phase VI Student will play first and second measures of song in imi-

tation of adult

Phase VII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult

with adult ass'stance.

Phase VIII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase IX Student will play first, second and third measures of song in

imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Phase X Student will p ay first, second and third measures of song in.

imitation of a ult.

Phase XI Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of

adult with adult\ assistance.

Student will p14\ Fourth measure Of song in imitation of

adult.

Phase XIII Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of

adult with adult 14'sistance.

Phase XIV Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of

adult.

The following suggested steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:

1. Not Cross Buns
2. Elephant Song
3. Frog'Song



Plays Simple Songs on Song Flute Level 1, Continued.

Suuges ed Materials: 1. Song flute

2. Song sheets attached can be used as another source
of exposure to musical notation for the student (Key
of G) .

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before
going on to next step.

2. Songs used for-this activity are simpler than songs that have been sung
by the student. At level 1, use only sonas that consist of four measures.

3. When presenting each measure, the adult should point to the notes and
sing them before he plays them.

4. Songs to be played on the song flute are introduced in the key of GM
rather than CM so that the student doesn't have to use as many fingers
as would be required for the key of CM.



Area: Guitar

A. Matches Chords on Guitar Level 1

Phase I

Obiective: Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illus-
tration to match the chord 9iven verbal cue.

'''1:N,dent covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration

CC, match chord given verbal cue, model, visual cue, and

physical assistance.

Phase II Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue, model and visual cue.

Phase III Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue and model.

Phase IV Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue.

The following steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:
x x x x x x

I. C 2.

Suggested Materials: I. Two laminated finger boards.
2. Six circles to cover strings with.
3. Wax pencil

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases, one at a time with one step before

going on to new step.

2. Maintain each !acquired step with frequent review.

3. Visual cue refers to the name of the chord written next to the model.
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Area: Guitar.

B. Finds and Plays Chords on Guitar - Level I

Terminal Objective: Student plays appropriate note'given verbal Coe.

Phase I Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue, model,
visual cue, and physical assistance.

Phase II

Phase III

Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue, model and
visual cue.

Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue and model.

Phase IV Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue.

The following steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:

1. C

X X X x x x

2. G7

SlJg9ested Materials: 1. Two guitars (one guitar can be used by alternating position
of guitar).

2. Illustrations of steps above.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teach all phases, one at a time,with one step before going' on to new
step.

2. Maintain each acquired step with frequent review.

3. Visual cue refers to the name of'the chord written next to the model.

4. The strings with x\above are not to be strummed.
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Area: Guitar

C. Plays Chord Patterns on Guitar Level 1

T-rninal Ob;ec:ive: Student will correctly play on the guitar in imitation

the four chord pattern presented.

Phase Student will correctly play on the guitar in imitation the

four chord pattern given physical assistance with all four

chords.

Phase II Student will correctly' play on the guitar in imitation the

four chord pattern given physic51 assistance with the first

three chords.

Phase III Student will correctly play on the guitar in imitation the

four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first

two chords.

Phase IV Student will correctly play on, the guitar in imitation the

four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first

chord only.

Phase V Student will correctly play on the guitar in imitation the

four chord pattern presented.

The following steps apply to each of the above phases.

6. C F G7 C1. C C C C
2. F F F F 7. F C F C

3. 07 G7 G7 G7 8. G7 C g7 C

4, C G7 G7 C 9. F C G C

5. C F F C 10. G7 C F C

!-tazeri3J5:

Teaching Notes:

1. ..Teaching. Sequence
s Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before

going on to next step:

2. It is most desirable to sing the name of the chord by singing the root

of the chord (the note corresponding to the npme of the chord) to develop

a good ear. The teacher should model this behavior, however it is not a

reqUired task for the student.
0

1. Two guitars (one guitar can be used by alternating

of guitar).

2. Flashcards
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Area: Guitar

D. Plays ChOrds to a Song on Guitar - Level 1

Terminal Objective: Student will play a simple (four phrase) song in
wilitation of adult.

Phase I Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult:
with adult assistance.

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult.

Student will play 'second measure of song in imitation of
adult with adult assistance.

Student will play second measure of song in imitation of
adult.

Phase V Student will play first and second measures of song in irni
tation of adult with adult assistance.

Phase VI Student will play first and second measures of song in imi-
tation of adult.

Phase VII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult
with adult assistance.

Phase VIII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase IX Student will play first, second and third measures of song in
imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Phase X Student will play first, second and third measures of song in
imitation of adult.

Phase XI Student will play fou'rth measure of song in imitation of
adult with adult assistance.

Phase XII Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation
*

of
adult.

. , Phase XIII Student will play entire four measure songoin imitation of
adult with adult assistance.

?

Phase XIV Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of
adult.

The following suggested steps apply to the phases above.

.Steps:'

1. Hot Cross Buns
2. Elephant Song
3. Frog Song



D. Plays Chords to a Song on Guitar Level 1, Continued.

3,..qgested Materials: Two guitars (one guitar can be used by alternating
position of guitar).

2. Song sheets can be used as another source,

of exposure to musical notation for the student.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before-

going on to next step.

2. Songs used for this activity are simpler than songs that have been sung

by the student. At level 1, use only songs that consist of four measures.

3.,When presenting each measure, the adult should sing the note names while

playing the melody and encourage the student sing note names also.
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. Area: Ukulele

A. Matches Chords on Ukulele Level 1

Terminal Objective: Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illus-
tration to match the chord uiven verbal cue.

_Phase I Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration -

to match chord given verbal cue, model, visual cue, and
physical assistance.

Phase II Student covers appropriate string's and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue, model and visual cue.

Phase Ill Student covers appropriate strings And frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue and model.

Phase IV' Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue.

The following steps apply to the phases above.

Steps:

I. C 2. G7

Suggested Materials: I. Two laminated finger boa-rds.
2. Six circles to cover strings with.
3. Wax pencil

3. F-

Teaching 4otes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases, one at a time with one step before
going on to new step.

2. Maintain each acqui'red step with frequent review.

3. Visual cue refers to the name of the chord written next to the model.

I
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Area: Ukulele

B. Finds and Plays Chords on UkuleMe - Level 1

Terminal Objective: Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue.

Phase I

Phase 11

Phase III

Phase IV

Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue, model,
visual cue, and physical assistance. 0

Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue, model and

visual-cue.

Student pla appropriate note given verbal. cue and model.

Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue.

The following steps apply.to the phases above.

Steps:

2. G7 0

Suggested Materials: 1. Two, ukuleles.

2. Illustrations of steps above.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teach all phases, one at a time with one step before going on to new

step; .

2. Oaintain each acquired step with frequent" review.

3. Visual cue refers to the name of the chord written next to the model.

4. All strings are strummed.,
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` -Areai: Ukulele

C. Plays Chord Patterns on Ukulele - Level. 1

Terminal Objective: Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imita-
tion the four chord pattern presented.

Phase I Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with all four
chords.

Phase II Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first
three chords.

Phase III Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first

two chords.

Phase IV Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first
chord only.

Phase V Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imitation the

four chord pattern presented.

The following steps apply to each of the above phases.

Steps:

1. C c C 6. C F Gi C
2. F F F 7. F,0 F C
3. G7 G7 G7 G7 8. G/ q/ C

4. C G7 G7 C 9. F C G' C

5. C F F C 10. G7 C F C

Suggested Materials: 1. Two ukuleles
2. Flashcards

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence 4 Teach all phases one at a time, with one step, before

going on to next step.

2. It is most desirable to sing the
i

name of the chord by singing the root

of the chord (the note corresponding to the name of the chord) to develop

a good ear. The teacher should,model this behavior, however it is not a

required task for the student.
4\ , "

t s
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Area: Ukulele

D. Plays Chords to a Song on Ukulele Level 1

Terminal Objective: Student will play a simple (four phrase) song in

imitation of adult.

Phase t
Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult-

with adult assistance:

. Phase II Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult.

Phase V

)
Student will, play first and second measures of song in imi-

tation of adult with adult assistance.

Phase VI Student will play first and second measures of song in imi-

tation of adult.

hase VII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult

with adult assistance.-

P ase V111 Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult.

Ph0se IX Student will play first, second and third measures of song in

imitation of adult with adult assistance.

i

PhaSe X Student will play first, second and third measures of song in

1
imitation of adult.'

Phase tit Student will play second measure of song in imitation of

adult with adult assistance.

Phase IV Student will play second measure of song in imitation of

adult.

Phase XI Student will play fdurth measure of song in imitation of

adult with adult assistance.

Phase XII Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of

adult.
I

.

Phase Ltlt Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of

adult with adult assistance. i

f

Phase MI/ Student will play'entire four measure song in imitation of

adult.

I

AmThe following suggested ste s apply to the phases above.

Steps:'

1. Hot Cross Buns
2. Elephant Song
3. Frog Song

8.0



D..Plays Chords to a Song on Ukulele.- Level 1, Continued.

Suggested Materials: 1. Two ukuleles

Song sheets can be used as another source
of exposure to. musicai notation for the student.

Teaching Notes:

Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases, one at a time, with one steo before

going on to next step.

2. Songs used for, this activity are simpler than songs that have been Sung

by the student. At level 1, use only songs that consist of Sour measures..

3. When presenting each measure, the adult should sing,,Ithe note names while

playing the melody and encourage the student to sing note names also.
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MUSIC CURRICULUM TAXONOMY - LEVEL 2

RHYTHM

A. Direct Physical Response to Music
B. Recognizes and Plays Musical Instruments
C. Matches Tempo
D. Rhythm Imitation
E. Reads Rhythm Patterns
F. Matches Rhythm Patterns
G. Finds Rhythm Patterns

INTERVALLIC NOTATION - SINGING NOTATED HARMONIC PATTERNS

A. Matches Note Patterns A. Plays Harmonic Patterns on Autoharp

B. Finds Note Patterns B. Plays Harmonic Patterns on Ukulele

C. Plays Harmonic Patterns on Guitar

INTERVALLIC MELODIES

A. Plays Melodic Patterns on Bells
g Plays MelO-dies on Bells
C. Plays Melodic Patterns on Keyboard

D. Plays Melodies on Keyboard
E. Plays Melodic Patterns on-Song Flute

F. Plays Melodies'on Song Flute



Area: Rhythm

A. Direct Physical Response to Music - Level 2

T Sinai Ob,--tiva: Student listens to the musical cue and interprets
the character of the music with appropriate physical
movement.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase UV Student listens to the musical cue and interprets the charac-
ter of the music with appropriate physical movement.

Student listens to the musical cue and interprets the characr-
ter of the music with appropriate physical movement given
verbal cue, model and physical assistance.

Student listens to the musical cue and\interprets the charac-
ter of the music with appropriate physical movement given
verbal cue and model.

Student listens to the musical cue and interprets the charac-
ter of the music with appropriate physical movement given
verbal cue.

The following suggested steps apply to each of the phases above.

Steps:

1. High sound (reach up) 1.

2. Low sound (touch floor) 2.

3. Going up (bring arms forward & up) 3.

4. Going down (bring arms down & back) 4.

5. Loud (stamp feet or march) 5.

6.

7. Crescendo (hands moving apart) 7.

8. Decrescendo (handsmov2
4-

ing tog-ther) 8.

9. March with music in or 4- 9.

a. "- .arch" hands on floor
b. 7-arch in place
c. -arch around the room

10. Glide to usib in or Tor wing 10.

arms in or--or waltz in

6. Soft (tiptoe)

4

Suggested Musical Examples:

Stretching Song (d) (-)r Hi Lo Song (b)

Stretching Song (.ii or HiLo Song (b)
Ebeneezer Sneez' (a) or Upstairs
Downstairs (d)
Ebeneezer Sneezer (a) or Upstairs
Downstairs (d) , or Down, Down (d)

The Angel Band (d), The Ants go March
(d) or In the Jungle - 1st verse (a)

Hush Little Baby (d), Tip Toe (a) or
In the Jungle - 2nd verse (a)

Chumbara (d)
Chumbara (d)
Marching to Pretoria (4), The Ants
Go Marching (d) or Hiking Song (a)

Skating (a), UPstairs, 'Downstairs (d)
Tinkling (d) Or So Long (d)

St --

Suggested Materials:Materials: 1. Each step requires the use of a musical example
through piano, tape or record.

2. The music specialist will recommend appropriate
music for each example and if those examples are
not readily available, will record them on cassette
tape for classroom use.
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A. Direct Physical Response to Music Level 2, Ccitinued.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence Teach all phases, one at a :ime. with one step before

going on to teach next step.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain each acquired step

with freguent review.

3. This program is not appropriate for the hear1ng impaIred student.

4. The purpose of this activity is to teach the student to discriminate
different elements in music and to interpret music through movement.

5. This program could be extended to a third level with emphasis on dance

movements.

6. Suggested musical selections were taken from:

(a) Songs for Our Small World
by Georgia E. Garlid and Lynn Freeman Olson
Schmitt Music Center, Inc.
527 Park Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415

(b) Learning Basic Skills through Music
by Hap Palmer
Educational Activities, Inc.
Freeport, NY 11520

(c) Getting to Know Myself
P

. by Hap Palmer

(d) Reaching the SpeCial Learner ThroUgh Music
by Sona.D. Nocera
Silver Burdett Co, (BB)
Morristown, New Jersey
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Area: Rhythm

B. Recognizes and Plays Musical Instruments Level 2

Phase I

Henrinn The sound of the instrument but lot ic

the student will independently choose the correct
instrument given three distractors and play it appro-

priately.

Hearing the sound of the instrument but not seeing it, stu-

dent will independently choose the instrument given D dis-

tractors and play it appropriately.

Phase II Hearing the sound of the instrument but not seeing it, stu-

dent will independently choose the instrument given 1 dis-

tractor ,and play it appropriately.

Phf,se iii ;'7..arirrj the sound of the instrument but not seeing it,

stuaent will independently choose the instrument given

t4o ci.tractcrs and play it appropriately.

Phase 1 'HeerIng the swind of the instrument but not seeing it, ,

student will Hdependently choose the instrument given three

'distractors and play it appropriately.

The -P-112,14ingsrageted steps -apply to each of the phases above.

Steps)

1. Tambourine.
2. Cymbas.
3. RHthmica
h. Rhythm Sticks
5. Drum

Triaqg

7. San..,i.Kiper 9,od=s

1. Bells
10. Castanet
11,. Any rhythm instrument (may include home made

rostrum nts)

Teach' g Notes.

1. Teo.:.ning Segle,c.e Teach step 1 through all phases, one at a'tifict,

teachi6 remaining steps 71 order. Repeat entire sequence for

e!ch new instrument. Seq,lence of materials may alter.

2. This is a oc,.cumulative skill, therefore maintain recognition o each

:nstrumcnto 'earned while in4roducing new instrument(s).

3. Choosing eld playing instrument should happen in'every phase.

h. Teacher sits on the floor facing student (or directly across table)' while.

teaching this skill.

5. This program is not appropriate forhearing impaired students.
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Area: Rhythm

C. atc'res I.ctripo - Level 2

Terminal Objective: Student plays instrument to match changing tempo of songs
played on the .piano, a tape or a record given no visual
3timulus.

Phase I Student claps to match steady tempo of hand drum or piano
played rhythmically given no visual stimulus.

The following steps apply to Phase I above.

Steps:

1. Fast.(approximately ;dr= 132-176)
2. Slow (approximately dr= 66-76)
3. Medium (approximately d= 108-120)

Phase II Student claps to match changing tempo of hand drum or piano
played rhythmically gi-ven no visual stimulus.

The following steps apply to Phase II above.

S'teps:

1. Fast - Slow Fast
2. Slow Fast Slow
3, Begin'fast - gradually slow down
14. Begin slow gradually accelerate
5. Randorf) changes

Phase III

Phase IV'

Student claps to match tempo of songs playe,i on the piano,
a to -e or a record given no visual stimulus.

Student plays instrument to match steady tempo of hand drum
or piano played rhythmically. Student is given, no visual

stimulus.

Th --,.-rollowig steps apply to Phase IV above.

StePS:

Phase V

1. Fast (approximately J = 132-176)
2. Slow (approximately J = 66-76)
3. Medium (approximately 1= 108-120)

,Student plays instrument to match changing tempo of hand
drum'or piano played rhythmically.- Student is given no

visual stimulus.

`Teie following steps apply to Phase V above.

Steps:

, 1. Fast - Slow Fast
2. Slow - Fast- Slow
3. Begin fast gradually slow down
14. Begin slow.- gradUally accelerate
5. Random changes - 87



C. Matches Tempo Level 2, Continued.

P!-171se.V1 Student plays instrument to match tempo of songs played on

piano, a tape or a record given no visual stimulus.

Suggested Branches: a. Complete physical assistance and model

b. Physical prompt and model

c. Model

Suggested Materials: A. Piano
B. Hand Drum
C. Tambourine
D. -Rhythmica

E. Rhythm Sticks
F. Bells
G. Tape or Record

Teaching Motes:

I. Teaching Sequence Teach Phase 1, steps 1-3 before teaching Phase II,

Steps 1-5, etc.

2. Branches May be utilizedif i t is detemiln-A s:udLiit is having dtfficulty

at any phase or. step.

3. This program is inappropriate for the h. , .n1.4 impaired because it is

based solely on and discrimination.

4. Phase III can be an al .-:.tivity using new music that is progressively

difficult end of v..,;(. temios and styles.

5. The acquisition of :hi skill can be reinforced through generalization-

activities that require keeping time with the music. Some suggested

activities follow:

1. Bouncing a ball to the tempo of the music.

Passing an object on e ch heat.

3. Clapping phrases to song-, in place of words as in

"Bingo" (d)
4. Fading words out so that t-ey are mouthed as in "John.Jacob

Jingelheimer Schmidt" (d).

5. Select suitable music to accompany a-walking tempo such as Nlley

Cat" or "Let's GQ Walking" (d).

6. Select suitable music to accompany slow stately walks that can be

dramatized with royal capes (scarves) and swords (sticks) such as

a Handel "Minuet".

7. Select music to accompany snappy Marches such as Sousassio"Stars

and Stripes Forever" or "Marching to Pretoria" (d).

8. Select music to accompany tiptoeing such as "My White Mouse" (d).

9. Select music to accompany running such as Mussorgsky's "Ballet of

Unhatched Chicks" or Offpnbach's "Can Can Theme".

a
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' Area: Rhythm

D. Rhythm Imitation Level 2
V

Terminal Obiactive: Student will c.Jcrectly imitate two-^easure rhythm pat-
t,!i-n played on various instrumencs.

Phase I Student will correctly imitate the two-measure rhythm pat-
tern given physical assistance to clap and verbal assistance
to say both measures.

Phase II Student will correctly imitate the two-measure rhythm pat-
tern given physical assistance to clap (all) and verbal
assistance,to say first measure only.

Phase III Student will correctly imitate the two-measurerhythm pat-.
tern given physical-assistance-to clap (all). Student ver-
lalfzes both measures independently.

Phase IV Student will correctly imitate the two-measure rhythm pat -`
tern given physical assistance to clap first measure only.
Student verbalizes both measures independently.

Phase V Student will correctly imitate the two-measure' rhythm pat-
,

tern when presented,

Phase VI Student will correctly imitate the two measure rhythm pat-
tern played on variclir, Listruments.

The following steps'apply to each of the phases above.

Steps: Suggested Mbsical Example's

1. On a spider's web one day/Old McDonald hada far
2. Raih Shh Rain Shh Go Away
3. We'll join the singing loud and strong

(Hiking Song Small World)
4. Everybody sing Cli,r; hiking song

(Hiking Song - World)
5. Look at the ball, bounce bounce bounce
6. Let us chase the ball, run run run
7. Slide Slide, step step. step
R. Sleep here too, in the zoo

9 AA /
10: 3 in /

4%!
4 4 4 f.

9.

10

(In the ZOO Small World)
Hold it, then clilp 1, 2, 3,

Hold it, then we clap just like this
43 / t 1. Let us chase the squirrel up the tree

12. 3.4 / 12. Hold your hands then clap clap-clap
13. d- V J of 13. Hold your hands shh clap Clap clap'
14. d'J /,A 14. Hold it Hold it Hold your hands Shh

Suggested Materials: A. Hand DruM
B. Rhythm Sticks
C. Tone, Mock'

, F. Tambourine
G. Song Flute
H. Pilono

D. TriaWgle, I. Guitar
E. Sand Paper Blsacks J. Ukulele

.) t:

.1



D. Rhythm Imitation - Level 2, Continued

Teaching Notes:

I. Teaching Sequence Teach all phases, one at a time, with one step

before going on to next step.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain each , quired step

with frequent review.

3. Clap the notes in the following manner:

(tiln) = One clap = one beat
(161m) = both hands make fists . one beat
(half note) = one clap and hands remain together for second beat

(move forward) = two beats

JJ (ti-ti) = two quick claps = one beat

o (great big whole note) = one clap and hands remain together for three

more beats (move forward) = four beats.
. ,

j. (half note dot) r., one c7ap and hands remain together for second and

third beats .r., th7ee beats
N.
4 (ti) = one-quick clap = 1 beat

,

J. (at, dot) = one clap and hands remain together = 11 beats

4. If it is determined that the student is having difficulty associating the

names of notes with the activity, it isq)ossible to supplement familiar

songs or short phrases. (See suggested musical examples.)

5. If the student has limited verbal skills, use sounds from his vocabulary.

6. Suggested Cue: Te'cher models complete rhythmic pattern, then cues the

student, "You do it" or "Your turn".

7. Teacher sits facing student so eye contact can be established-and the

student can easily see the hands of the teacher as the.pattern is clapped

(Phases I-V) or played (Phase VI).

8. A larger or smaller body movement may be Substituted for clapping if

physical limitations dictate such a change.

9
ti
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Aroa:' Rhythm.

E. Reads Rhythm Patterns Level, 2,

Tr-dnal OPI,,!:7iva: Student correctly. verbalizes and claps too-measure
rhythm patterns when they are presented.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV . Student correctly verbalizes and claps two-measure rhythm
patterns presented with verbal cue.

Student correctly verbalizes and claps two - measure rhythm
patterns presented with verbal cue, teacher to physically
assist over each note.

Student correctly vervalizes and claps two-measure rhythm
patterns presented with verbal cue, teacher to model
over each note.

e I

Student correctly verbalizes and claps two-measure rhythm
patterns presented with verbal cue,' teacher-to point to each note.

Phase V Student correctly verbalizes and claps two-measure rhythm
patterns when presented.

The follcwing steps apply to each of the above phases:

Steps:

13. o /434,i

15. 0 / It 4 4 .
16. 44.4 / 4 4 4 t
17. J.4/ 44 41
18. a .14 / a-
19'. 0 1 / i440,J
20. a. t / 41

21. c1 ci / A. t
22. o /

23. a. /o.

Suggested Materials: Laminated flash cards with individual notes, flash
cards with complete patterns,: or notes cut from left.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence Teach all phases, one at a time, with one step before
.going on to teach next step.. A

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain each acquired s
frequent review. Review can be made more interestIng by performint
on. instrurents. 0



E. Reads Rhythm Patterns Level 2, Continued.

i. Chip th ,:! nwei in the Following manner:

4 = one clap and say name of note

(11m) = both hands make fists and name note
c (half note) = one clap and hands remain together for second beat and

nare note
43 (ti -ti) . two guic,c claps and name note

o (great big whole note) = one clap and hands remain together for three

more beats and name note

!. Teacher sits across table from student so eye contact can be maintained

and student can see example clapped and can see corrections clapped.

5. Suggested cue when teaching: Teacher models rhythmic pattern, then

cues the student "You do it", or "Your turn".

C.

tr

92
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Area: Rhythm

F. Matches Rhythm Patterns - Level 2

Ter-linal Objective: Student matches rhythm patterns When they are presented,
given two distractors.

Phase I Student matches JJJg

Phase II Student matches 11161JJ

)

iie.Phase III Student matches 41

Phase IV Student motches ci cr

Phase V Student matches cl d J

Phase VI Student matches J J J

Phase VII Student matches 4 4 4 4
Phase VIII Student matches JJ JJ J J

Phase IX Student matches J 4 1 J

)

Phase X Student matches J1.FJ
Phase XI Student matches J JJ J t

Phase XII Student matches 4 4 cl

Phase XIII Student matches ci 4, J
Phase XIV Student matches 0

Phase VI' gtudent matches J.

Phase XVI Student matches J. J

Phase XVII Student matches

Steps:

1. 0 distractors
2. 1 distractor
3. 2 distractors

A

Suggested Materiars:,0-w9 sets brflashcards with complete! patterns.



.
Matches ithythm Patterns - Level 2, Continued.

Teaching Not-ts:

I

I. Teaching Sequence Teach Phase I
through all steps, one at a time,

before teaching remaining phases In order.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain each acquired phase

with frecuent review. .

3. Suggested cue: Teacher says, "Look and listen", (claps and verbalizes

rhythm pattern). Teacher hands flashcard to student and cues studcht

to match.
/

Nit

9

b
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Area: Rhythm

G. Finds Rhythm Patterns - Level 2

n,rminaltive: Student Vinds rhythm pattornS whoh fray are prosontod,

given two distracters.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Phase V

Phase VI

'Phase VII

Phase VIII

Phase IX

Phase X

Phase XI

Phase XII

Phase XIII

Phase XIV

Phase,XV

Ph.-,e XVI

Phase XVII

Steps:

Student finds J J

Student finds JJJJ

Student finds J

Student finds J J

Student finds J J J

Student finds

4Student finds JJ JJ

Student finds JJ J J

Student finds J JJ J J

Student finds 4 JJ J

''Student finds J JJ J t

Student finds 4 4 cl

Student finds d JJ J'

Student *findi

Student finds J.

Student finds J. J.

Student finds ... ci.

1. 0 dis rectors
2. 1 dis ractor
3. 2 dis ractors-

csted M t rials: Flashcards w!thcomplete patterns.

6-4

95



C. finds Rhythm Patterns - Level 2, Continued,

T-ching

I. Teaching Sequence - roach ['hose I through all steps, one ata time
_,J4efore teaching remaining phases In order.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain each acquired phase
with frequent review.

3. Suggested cue: Teacher says, 'Look and listen",(claps and verbalizes\
rhythm pattern), "find Ohe card".

1
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Area: Intervallic Notation Singing

A. Matches Note Patterns Level 2

Terminal Sojective: Student matches 3-note patterns presenPled visually

and aurally, given 2 distractors.
Vocalization

Phase I low, low, low
'00

Phase III high,. high, high
Phase III low, high, low

Phase IV high, low, high

Phase V middle, middle, middle

Phase VI low, middle, high

hi middle, low

line, line, line

Phase VII

. Phase VIII'

Phase IX

Phase X

Phase XI

Phase XII

Phase XIII

Phase XIV

Phase XV

Phase XVI

Phase XVII.

Phase XVIII

Phase XIX

° Phase XX

Phase XXI

Phase XXII

Phase XXIII

Phase XXIV

Phase XXV,

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student' natches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Io
0

01

I 000. 1

0 0 0

10
9

13,2] space, space, space

ne,"? space 1 ine - 2nds

°v° 1

mtc
I 32=

1:-41T6-ti

vo

IC I

---e---0-

line,'51space,-mline 2nds,.

spacerline;=Ispace - 2nds

space,NAline/space - 2nds

- 3rds

3rds:

space, space, space 3rds

spacei."'spacespace 3rds

Line steps up - 2nds

Line steps down 2nds

Space steps up 2nds

Space steps down,- 2nds

Line skips up 3rds

Line skips down - 3rds

Space skips up - 3rds

Space skips down - 3rds



A. Matches Note Patterns Level 2, Continued.

Phase XXVI

Phases XXVI I

Phase XXVIII

Phase XXIX

Phase XXX

Phase XXXI

Phase XXXII

Phase XXXII!

Phase XXXIV

Phase XXXV

Phase XXXVI

Student matches

StuCent matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

-9--a-

31:3E-G-.

*1110

line, space, line - 4ths

1 i ne space,`' l i ne 4 tns

space,--"iline>space 4ths

spaceline,-"'space - 4ths

- 5ths

line,line,- line 5ths

spacespace,"'space 5ths

space,-.'sspacespace 5ths

line, linespace 2nds

line, - 2nds

line, line/Dine - 5ths
4

The following steps apply to each of the above phases.

Steps:

1. 0 distractors
2. 1 distractor
3. 2 distractors

(0

Suggested Materials: Two sets of flashcards with 3-note patterns.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching'Sequence Teach Phase I through all steps, one at a time,
before teaching remaining phases in order.

2. This is, a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain recognition of
each acquired phase with frequent review.

3. Suggested Cue: Teacher says, "Look and listen", (sings pattern).
Teacher hands flashcard to student and cues student to match.

4. The examples must be presented by accurately singing the pitch
intervals represented by the notation. The teacher can easily obtain
accurate pitches from the melody bells or the piano. Seconds are tones
directly adjaEent to each other', thirds are separated by one tone,
fourths are separated by two tones, and fifths are separated by three
tones.

98
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I
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Area: Intervallic Notation Singing

3. Finds Note Patterns - Level 2

r,linal Objective: Student finds 3-note patterns presented visually and
aurally, given 2 distractors.

Phase 1

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

?has.. V

Phase VI

Phase VII

Phase VIII

Phase IX

Phase X

Phase XI

Phase XI I,

Phase XIII.

Phase XIV

Phase XV

Phase XVI

Phase XVII

Phase XVIII

'Phase XIX

Phase XX

Phase XXI

Phase XXII

-Phase XXIII

Phase XXII

Phase XXV

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

,Student finds

Student finds

Student finds
41,

Student finds

Student 'finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student :finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

k 4

-Student finds

.ilt.

lo
(F:-.70.9

10

ovo j

low, low, low

high, high, high

low, high, low

high, low, high

middle, middle, middle

low, middle, high

high, middle, low

line, line, line

space, space, space

2nds

2nds

.4 ,
space, line,-Ispace - 2nds

space,NOine,,space 2nds

3rds

3rds:

I""0"-------e-49-:

iii

spacespace,"r space - 3rds

spaceie'space;:Qspace 3rds

Line steps up - 2nds.

Line steps down

Space steps up - 2nds.

Space steps down - 2nds.

Line skips up - 3rds.

Line skips down - 3rds.

Space skips up - 3rds..

Space skips down 3rds.



iii

B. rifles qote Patterns - Level 2, Continued.

Phase XXII

Phases XXIil

Phase XXVIII

Phase XXIX

Phase XXX

Phase XXXI

Phase XXXII

Phase XXXIII

Phase XXXIV

Phase XXXJ

Phase XXXII!

Q

Student finds

Student finds

Student findt

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

1 i space,4 1 i ne - 4ths

s ace/I line iths
r-J.77-1

17)49----.° I

U to I

I"zi--47-1

space,-.4l inespace - 4ths

space,linei- `space - 4ths

5ths

5ths

spacespacei.")1space 5ths

space,"'spacespace - 5ths

line, line,space 2nds
. .

roe'. I line, line,,°space - 2nds

ae line, line/line - 5ths

The following steps apply
.
to each of the above phases.

Steps:

1. 0 distractors
2. 1 .distractor.

3%:g distractors

Suggested Materials:

Teaching. notes:

One set of flashcards with 3-note patterns.

1. Teaching Sequence Teach Phase I through all steps, one at a time,
before teaching remaining phases in otder.

N/2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain recognition of
each acquired phase with frequent review.

3. Suggested Cue: Teacher,sayS, "Listenvocalizes pattern), f ind

that."

4. The exanples must be presented by accurately singing the pitch
intervals. represented by the notation. The teacher can easily obtain
accurate pitches from the melody bells or the piano. Seconds are tones
directly adjacent to each other, thirds are separated by one tone,
fourths are separated by two tones, and fifths are separated by three
tones.\
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Area: Intervallic Melodies

A. Plays Melodic Patterns on Bells Level 2
^

Terminal Objective: Student plays a melodic ;:attern on the bells given
intervallic notation and the starting tone.

Phase I

Phase Ii

StePs:

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Student will play a melodic pa:tern on the bells given
intervallic notation, the star=ing tone, and model.

Student will play a melodic pa:tern on the bells given
intervallic notation and the starting tone.

low, low, low

high, high, high

low, high, low

high, low, high

LITLI middle, middle, middle

a]] low; middle, high

Eg high, middle, low

.8. 1:44.01,71 line, line, line

9 space, space, space

10. line,"9space,`41 1 ine - 2nds

'11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

t
-zycgsy 1

ou

space,,:7101he 2nds

space, line,-Ispace 2rds

,space,;11ine,"'sPace - 2nds

3rds

- 3rds

space,N.space; space 3rds'

spacei,space;Nspace 3rds

Line steps lip 2nds

Line steps down - 2nds

i.7.74-pal Space steps up 7 2nds
-d----

I 101



A. Plays Melodic Patterns on Bells - Level 2, Continued.

st

0
-

Steps.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

3.

34.

36-

971 Space steps down - 2nds

Line skips up 3rds

Line skips down - 3rds.

Space skips up - 3rds

Space skips down- 3rds

line, space, line - 4ths

I i ne;s4 space 1 i ne 4ths

space,-"I1 ine,space 4ths

spaceline,e''space - 4ths

- 5ths

iii
iii
iii

5ths

spaceZalspace "'space

space, 'space - 5ths

line, line,'Oace - 2nds

line, line,'''space 2nds

line, line line 5ths

5ths

Suggested Mnterials: 1. Set offlashca.rds-with 3-note pattern's.

2. Melody bells, step bells, ,gleckfmspiel, or xylophone.

Teaching notes:

1. Teaching Sequence Teach"step 1 through both phases, one at a time,

before teaching remaining steps in order.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain recognition of each

acquired step with frequent review.

3. The examples must be presented by accurately singing the pitch interval

represented by the notation.

4. The examples must be presented by accurately singing the pitch

intervals represented by the notation.. The teacher can easily obtain

accurate pitches from the melody bells or the piano. Seconds are tones

directly adjacent to'each other, thirds are separated by one tone,

fourths are separated by,two tones,.
and.fifths are separated by three hones.



Ar.v..a: Intervallic Melodies

B. Plays Melodies on Bells - Lec/el 2

Terminal Objective: Student plays a melody on the bells given Intervallic

notatioWand the starting tone.

Phase I
Student will play first phrase of song given model and notation.

Phase II Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Phase III Student will play second phrase of song given model anS

notation.

Phase IV Student will play second phrase of song given notation.

Phase V Student will play first and second phrases of song given

model and notation.

Phase VI StUdent will play first and second phrases .of song given

notation.

Phase VII Student will play third phrase of song given model and

notation,

Phase VIII Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

Phase IX Student will play first, second and third'phrases of

song given model and notation.

Phase X Student will,play first, second and third phrases of song

given notation.

Phase XI Student will play fourth phrase Of song given model and

notation.

Phase XI!

Phase XIII

Phase XIV.

Steps':

Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

Student will play entire song given model and notation:

Student will play entire song given notation.

1. Hot Cross Buns

2. Elephant Song

-3. Frog Song,.

4. ,Mary Had A 'Little Lamb

103



B. Plays Melodies on Bells - Level 2, Continued

7Arlasted Materials: 1. Nonted songs from which individual phrases may
bo f-inlatod.

2. Melody bells, step hells, glockensOlei, or xylophone.

Teaching Pious:

' 1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phaseslone at a time, with one step before

going on to next step.

2. While presenting each phrase, the adult should sing the words while

playing the melody and encourage the student to sing when s/he plays.

104
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Area: Intervallic Melodies

C. Plays Melodic Patterns an Keyboard - Level 2

Terminal Obactivez Student plays a melodic pattern on the keyboard given
Intervallic notation and the starting tone.

Phase 1 Student will play a melodic pattern on the bells given'
intervallic notation, the starting tone, and model.

Phase II Student will play a melodic pattern on the bells given
intervallic notation and the starting tone.

Steps:

lcw, low, low

2.
1 0001

high, high, high

3. low, high, low

,

4.
i 0

oI
high, low, highpp .

5. 1 000.1 middle, middle, middle

6. Jo 0 °I low.; middle, high

7, high, middle,'low

8. line, line, line

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

I 0 C

rI

1-9-66---e, I

I 7..7_4- I

space, space, space

line,""Ispace,*'line 2nds

1 i ne ,"-N space, %II i ne 2nds

space, line,-.3space - 2nds

spaceNline,"!space = 2nds

3rds

3rds

spaceZN-space;21 space - 3rds

space,,..'w.spacespace - 3rds

Line steps up '2nds.

Line steps down 2nds

Space steps up 2nds

°105
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C. Plays Melodic Patterns on Keyhoord Level 2, ConiAnwed

Steps:

21,
5poci's '.c.,ops down - 2n(15.

22.
Line skips up ,- 3rds

1.

23.

21k.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

iii

1:c -3

lei

Line skips down 3rds

Space skips up - 3rds

Spag skips' down'- 3.ds.

Nti

line, space, line - 4ths

line;uspace,JIlrne 7 liths

space,--41 ine space hths

space,line,-"'space
4ths

line?lina,`"31ine,
5ths

5,:thst,

space;`wspace,"'space - 5ths

space,""spacespece - 5ths

line, line, space - 2nds

line, line,-'space 2nds

line, line /line - 5ths

1

ci

.4>

Suggested Materials:. 1..Set of frashcards with 3-note patterns.
2. Piano, accordion, or organ.

Teaching Motes:

a

. 4.

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach step 1 through both phases, one at a time,

before teaching remaining steps in order.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain-recogrtition of each

acquired step with frequent review.

3. The examples must be presented by accurately singing the pitch interval

represented by the notation.

4. The examples must be presented.by accurately singing the pitch

intervals represented by the notation. The'teacher can easily'obtain

accurate pitches from the melody bells or the piano. Seconds.are tones

directly adjacent to each other,thirds-are separated by one tone,

fourfths..are'separated:. by tWo'iones,
and fifths are separated- by \throe 'tOnis.
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Areas: Intervallic Melodies

O. Plays Melodies on Keyboard - Level 2

;erluei :Jaj-3ccive; Student ploys a nolody on the keyboard given intervsllic
.notation, starting tone, and starting fingering.

14.N
Phase I i

Studek will play first phrase of song given model and notation's.,

A.

Phase II Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Phase III Stuleni)dill play second phrase of song given model and

notation.

pre Iv

4
Phase V

P

Phase VI

Student will play second phrase of song given notation.

Student will plait first and second Phrases of song given

model,and notation.,

Student will play first and second ihrases of song given

notation.

Phase VII Student will play third phrase of song given model and

notation.

Phasb VIII., Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

Phase IX Student will play first, second and third phrases of

song given model and notation.

Phase X Student will play first, second and third phrases of song

given notation.

.Phase

Phase XII

Student will play fourth phrase of song 'given model and

notation.
,

Student will play,fourth phrase of song given notation.-

Phase XIII -Student willp lay entire'song given model and notation.

Phase XIV . Stud5nt wilNplay entire song given notation.

Steps:

1. Frog Song.
2- 14ot Cross iluns'

Elephant Song

J
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O. Plays Melodies cm Keyboard Love) 2, Continued,

Materjali: 1,No(atod ,ohqs from which .idividual phrases nay

he Isolated.
2. Piano, aocordion, or organ.

:Lch!!.1.9,P!9.41.1

1. 'Teaching Sequence - Teach all )Imesone at e time, with one stdi) before

going onto no,4step.

2. While presenting each phrase, the adult should sing the words while

playing the neledy and encourage the student to sing when s/he plays.

U

F

4.





001

Area: Intervallic Melodies

E. Plays Melodic Patterns on Song Flute Level 2

Terminal Objective: Student plays a melodic pattern on the song flute given
intervallic notation and the starting tone.

Phase I
Student will play a melodic pattern on the sang flute given
intervallic-notation, the starting tone, and model.

Phase 11 Student will play a melodic pattern on the song flute Liven
intervallic notation and the starting tone.

Steps:

1.
low, low, low

1/4,./1

000l high, high, high

3. low, high, low

4,
o, of

I o I
high, low, high

5. [ cool middle, middle, middle

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

111.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16;

17.

18.

19.

20.

mtr I

13= (

I431-"e."--e-'-'. I

I o o

I

low; middle, high

high, middle,'low

line, line, line

space, space space

I ine,'"Ispace, line - 2nds

1 ine,-1 space, 'Mr ne 2nds

space, line,-Ispace 2nds

space,NtIline,,space - 2nds

- 3rds

line,yline,- line - 3rds

space,u-spacer space - 3rds

spacec'''spacespace 3rds

Line steps up - 2ndS.

Line steps. down - 2nds

Space steps up - 2nds



Lc

E. Plays Melodic Patterns on Song Flute Level 2, Continued.

Steps:

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

25.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

30. iii

Space steps down 2nds

Line skips up - 3rds

Line skips down - 3rds

Space skips up - 3rds

Space skips down - 3rds

line, space,
No. line - 4ths

linespace;"fline 4ths

space//lineAspace - .4ths

4ths

- 5ths

line:NAline,/'line
- 5ths

space*,'"%tlspace,"'space
5ths

space/rspace:'hspace - 5ths

.11ne;lineskace - 2nds

line, line, - 'space - 2nds

line, 5ths

Suggested Materials: 1.--Set tif flashcards with'3-note patterris

2. Song flute or recorder. .

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach siepA through both phases,-one at a time, .

before teaching remaining steps in order.

2. This is a noncumulative skill, therefore maintain recognition of each

acquired step with frequent review.

The examples must be presented by accurately singing the pitch interval

represented by the notation.

The examples must be presented by accurately singing the pitch

intervals represented by the notation. The teacher can easily obtain

accuratipitches from the melody bellsor the piancl. Seconds are tones

110 directly adjacent to paFh other, thirdrare separated by one tone, t .

fourths are seperatedt19 big tones
aki fifths are separated by three,' tones



Area: Intervallic Melodies

F. Plays Melodies on Song Flute - Level 2

Terminal Cbjec:ive: Student plays a melody on the song flute given intervallic
notation, starting tone, and starting fingering.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Student will play first phrase of song given model and notation:

Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Student will play second phrase of song given model and

notation.

Phase IV Student will play second phrase of song given notation.

Phase V Student will play first and second phrases of song given

model and notation.

Phase VI Student will play first and second phrases of song given.

notation.

Phase VII Student W.11 play third phrase of song given model and

notation.

Phase VIII Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

Phase IX Student will play first, second and'third phrases of

song given model and notation.

Phase X Student will play first, second and third phrases of song

given notation.

Phase XI Student will play fourth phrase of song given model and

notation.

Phase XII Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

Phase XIII Student will play entire song given model and notation.

Phase XIV. Student will play entire song given notation.

Steps:

1. Frog Song key of G
2. Not Cross Buns - key of G
3. Elep!lant Song key of G

111



F. Plays Melodies on Song Flute Level 2, Continued.

Suggested Materials: 1. Notated songs from which individual phrases

maybe isolated.
2. Song flute or recorder.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence Teach all phases,one at a time, with one step

before going on to next step.

2. Songs to be played on the song flute are in the key of GM rather than

CM so that the student doesn't have to use as many fingers as would

be required for the Key of CM.

112
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Area: Notated Harmonic Patterns

A. ?lays Harmonic Patterns on Autoharp - Level 2

Ter7:!nal Objective: Student plays a rhythmically notated harmonic
accompaniment to a song,, given the notation,on an autoharp.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase 1V

Phase V

Student will play first-phrase of song given model and hota,60114

Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Student will play second phrase of song given model'and

notation.

Student will play, second phrase of song given notation.

Student will play first and second phrases of song given

model and notation.

.Phase VI Student will play first and second phrases of song given

notation.

Phase VII Student will play third phrase of song given model and

notation.

Phase VIII.

Phase IX

Student will play third phrase of song given notation..

Student will play first, second and third phrases of

song given model and notation.

Phse X Student will play first, second and third phrases of song

given notation.

Phase XI Student will play fourth phrase of song given model and

notation.

Phase XII

Phase XIII

Phase XIV

Steps:

Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

Student will play entire song given model and notation.

Student will play entire song given notation.

CC CC C"C CC
1. Frog Song ci 1 J I gitJt1



A. Plays Harnonic Patterns on Autoharp - Level 2, Continued.

CO 3uns

3. ,Elephant Song

c 37c c G7c C 3737 c c7c

JJdi JJJ 1.1)11.11N

C G7 G7 G7 G7 G7 G7 C G7 C

c1 J.JJJ JJci

Suggested Materials: Notated chord progressions from which individual phrases
may be isolated.

Teaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases,one at 'a Mime, with one step before

going onto next step.

2. While presenting each phrase, the adult :Would sing the words and

ecourage the student to sing when s/he plays.
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Area: Notated Harmonic Patterns

-B. Plays Harmonic Patte'rns on Ukulele - Level 2

Terminal Objective: Student plays a rhythmically notated harmonic
accompaniment to a song, given the notation,..on a ukulele.

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III,

Phase IV

Phase V

Phase VI

Student will play first phrase of song given model and notation.

Student will play first phrase of song given notation.N

Student will play second phrase of song given model and

notation.

Student will play second phrase of song given notation.
k

Student will play first and second phrases of song given

model and notation.

Student will play first and 'second phrases of song given,

notation.

Phase VII Student will play thii-d phrase of song given model and

notation.

Phase VII! Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

Phase IX Student will play first, second and third phrases of

song given model and notation.

Phase X Student will play first, second and third phrases of song

-given notation.

Phase XI Student will play fourth phrase of song yimen model and

notation.

Phase XII sent will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

Phase XIII

Phase XIV

Steps

Student will play entire song given model and notation.

"Student will play entire song given. notation.

1. Frog Song

cc cc C C. cc
1d' Jter

115
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8, Plays Harmonic Patterns on Ukulele -''Level 2, Continued.
-

--or Crass iuns
JCJ'-'711 cJ6Jccl

G7 G7

rs',/ G:Cci

C C G7 0 G7G7G70 C G7 C

Elephant Song d d JJJJ I Jelci

Suggested Materials: Notated chord progressions from which individual phrases

may be isolated.

beaching Notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases one at a time, with one step before

going onto next step.

2. While presenting each phrase, the adult should sing the words and

ecourage the student to sing when s/he plays.
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Area: Notated Harmonic Patterns

C. Plays ---3r7,.onft. Patterns on Guitar '_evel 2

Terminal Objective: Student plays a rhythmically notated harmonic
accompaniment to a song, given the notation, on a guitar-..

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Phase V

Phase VI

Phase VII

Phase_VII)

Phase IX

Phase X

Phase XI

Phase XII

Phase Xill

Phase XIV

Steps

Student will play first phrase of song given model and notation.

Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Student will play second phrase of song given model and

notation.

Student will play second phrase of song given notation.

Student will play first and second phrases of song given

model and rotation.

Student will play first and second phrases of song given

notation.

Student will play third phrase of song given model and

notation.

Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

Student will play first, second-and third phrases of

song given model and notation.

Student will play first, second and third phrases of song

given notation.

Student will play fourth phrase of song given model and

notation.

Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

Student will play entire song given model and notation.

Student will play entire song given notation.

. Frog Song

CC CC C C C C

4 1 d I111

t,
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C.Plays Harmonic Patterns on Guitar - Level 2, Continued.

2. Hot Cross dins

3. Elephant Sons

]7C C r C
C7 G'

JJnI Jil

1

G7 G7"

d JJJJ

1

Suggested Materials: Notated chord progressions from which individual phrases
may be isolated.

Teaching notes:

1. Teaching Sequence - Teach all phases, one at a time, with one step before

going orto next step.

2. While presenting each phrase, the adult should sing the words and

ecourage the student to sing when s/he plays.
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Appendix B

The reaching Research Music Curriculum

Assessment Tool

Level 1

Teaching Research
Oregon State System of Higher Education
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January, 1982



Area RHYTHM
.

Program; A. Direct Physical Response to Music - Level i $tudent s 'Nome:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:
-

Terminal Objective: Student listens to a musical cue and responds with a physical movement given,verbal cue:

Steps:Phows:

III Student listens to musical cue and
responds with physical movement
given'verbal cue.

Student ilslonsnto musical cue and
responds with physical movement
given verbal cueand model.

Student listens to musical cue and
responds with physical movelent
given verbal cue, model and.phy-
sical assistance.

*Test each step

C7

Key

x mg 2 correct responses

Q.= 1 incorrect response

Results

Acquired Skill

yes120 No

Comments

1. Start (with music)
2. Stop (with music)
3. Rock back gid forth)
4. Sway (side to side)
5. Clap hands'
6. Stomp feet
7. Slap knees 111,

8.. Tap toes

9. Stand up
10. Sit dr
11. Turn ound
12. Jump
13. Hop
14. Swing' arms

*See Suggested Materials Examples on T.A.





Progrom:

Basliine Dole:

Terminal Objective: Given Instrument. rhImu,

Phaes:

Area:ItHYTIR.1

B.. Recognizes and Plai3yusicol Instruments - Level 1 Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

student will pick up and play a variety of rhythm instruments apEoprlately.

Steps:

Given instrument name, student will 1.

pick up and pLay it independently in 2.

an appropriate manner. 3.

h.

Given Instrument name, student will
pick up and Play it appropriately
in imitation of teacher.

II Given instrument name, student will
0.0 up ond ploy it toovhpr ot3411tn
student only as necessary to play
appropriately. Student must play at
some time independently for a correct
response.

Given instrument name, student will
pick up the instrument, teacher com-
pletely assists student to play appro-
priately.

*Test each instrument

Key

x = 2 correct responses

I incorrect response

Comments la

Tambourine (hitting.or shaking)
Cymbals

Rhythmica
Rhythm Slicks

TMngle
7. Sandpaper Blocks
A. Tone Block
9. Bells
10, Co5tanot
11. Any Rhythm Instrument

(may include home made instruments)

IV

IV

IV

tV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

11

Results

i

2Acquired2
Skill

1
es Ho. -



Area: RHYTHM

1 .1'
Program; C. Matches Tempo.- Level 1, Student's Name:

Baseline Date:
Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student plays instrument to match channinn tempo of hand drum or piano olayed rhythmically. Student

should visually be able to see teacher play instrument.

4.4

Phases:

VI

V

IV

Student plays instrument to match
changing tempo of hand drUm or piano
plaYed rhythmically. Student should
visually be able tQ see teacher play
instrument.

Student plays instrument to match\steady
tempo of hand drum or piano played-rhythmi-
cally. Student should be provided with
visual stimulus. (Teacher model of steady

tempo only.)

Student plays instrument to match steady
tempo of hand drum or piano played rhythmi-
ca, lly. Student should he provided with
visual stimulus (may include metronome and
teacher model of steady tempo).

Student claps to match changing tempo of
hand drum or piano played rhythmically.
Student should visually be able to see
teacher play instrument.

Student claps to match steady tempo of hand drum
or piano played rhythimcally. Student
should be provided with visual stimulus.
(Teacher mode1'of steady tempo only.)

Liciu)

1. Fast - slow - fast (Phase VI only)

2. Slow - fast - slow
3. Begin fast - gradually slow down
4. Begin slow - gradually accelerate
5. Random changes

1. Fast (approximately 4 . 132-176) (Phases IV and V)

2. Slow (approximately = 66-76)

3. Medium (app r.Iximately d ,r108-120)

1. Fast (approximately 0 132-176)

2. Slow.(approximately 0 = 66-76)

1. Medium (approximately 4 = 108-120)

1. Fast - slow - fast
2. Slow,- fast - slow
3. Begin fast - gradUally slow down
4. Begin slow - gradually accelerate
5. Random changes

1. Fast (approximately d =132-176)
2. Slow (approximately 0 =,66-76)
3. Medium (approximately 0 = 108-120)

(Phases I and 11)

124

* Continued on Next Page.
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Arm RI YTI1M

Program: C. Matches Tempo, Continued.

Baseline Date:

Terminal Objective:

. Phases:

I
Student claps to match steady tempo
of'hand drum or piano played
rhythmically. Student should be
provided with visual stimulus (may

Include metronome and teacher model
of steady tempo.)

Key Comments

x = 2 correct responses

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Stops:

1. Fast (approximately 41 . 132-176) (phases 1 6 11)

2. Slow (approximately 66-76)

Z. Medium (approximately V = 108-120)

0 = 1 incorrect response

Results

Acquired Skill

12 5 rte
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Area: RHYTHM , Student's Name:

Pregrom: D. tythm Imitation - Level I

Basulind'O'ato: .. -- _-...----....._____---
'term I tit, I Old vt; l I

..

vt, 1 lo jIII!1,1.. 1,/,1,LI.Iy:, I ) ),..11.1111,aLp. I JIII 1111i...1'11V oilty..!., iTypin 101 l o..I.11 I...r 1 dyr tl.....9 1 v.: r I tnpi I lit: t Q.:m.op h.,,

Observer's Namei

Phaso.):

Phase X

Phase IX

Phase VIII

Phase VII

Phase VI

Phase V

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm
pattern played on various instruments.

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm
potlern when presented (leacher claps/verbalizes names
of notes or phrase).

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap first beat
only. Student claps second, third and fourth bents
and vvrbalIzes alI Fuel' hvols Independently (note
names or words).

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap first two
beats. Student claps third and fourth beats and ver-
balizes all four beats independently (note names or
words).

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap first three
beats. Student claps fourth beat and verbalizes all
four beats independently (note names or words).

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm
poltvr11 ¶11 von physicol n..4IstOnco to clop only, Stu-

dent verbalizes four seats (note names or words) inde-

pendently.

Phase V -SITdiFit will correctly imitate the one-measure'rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap (all) and
verbal assistance to say first beat only (note or

word).

aft

Steps:

1. 4.11
2. 41if

ii. Ai ii.
9. flf
6. o
7. a
8. 41 4
9. 3 4
o,313341 3
1. 3
2. L 4i
3. id 3 i
4..d.A4 3
5. ctI
6. J. i

XXV V V V V

XXV V V V V

XXV V V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

x xv v v v v
x x v v V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

X XV V V V V

*Phases Continued - Next Page



Area;

Program: D. Rhythm Imitation, Continued,

Phases:

Phase III

Phase II

Phase I

Student will correctly Imitate the one-measure rhythm
pattern given physical cvl'Astance to clap (all) and
vorhol wiligtanco to slay firot two beatu (note or
word) .

Student will correctly imitate the one-measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap (all) and
verbal assistance to say,first three beats (note or

word).

Student will correctly Imitate the one- measure rhythm
patterb given physical assistance to clap and verbal
assistance to say all four beats (names of notes or
words of rhythmic phrase).

Key

2correct responses
1 incorrect response

Results

Acquired Skill

Comments , *Test each step

See first page,

Student's Name

Yes No



Arum RHYTHM

1

Pl'agraml E. Reads Rh thin Patterns - Level 1
Studantill Name;

Da5ollno Date:
0b5orver's Name:,-.

Terminal Objective: Student correctly_verl)allzes and clops rhythm pattern4 whe tlunrmL.prosentod.

Phases: Steps,:

--

I

pattern whon.presented, 2.

iV Student correctly verbalizes and claps rhythm I.

IV Student correctly verbalizes and claps rhythm 4. 4 1 i 4

,,

pattern presented with verbal cue, 5..e
J i. i

III Student correctly verbalize:, and claps rhythm 7, J t

pattern presented with verbal cue, teacher to

7,

4 J 4 i
point to each note, n. 4 t A t

In. d

II Student correctly verbalizeb and claps rhythm II. d d

pattern presented with verbal cue, teacher to 12. i

model over each note. 13.4
i

4 J
A ih. J

Student correctly verbalizes and claps rhythm 15. J 41
pattern presented with verbal cue, teacher to 16.1 Ja 42
physically assist over each note. 17. IS Ai 4 SS

In. A A J 4,

19. 41 41 4

20.

4.a Jgli
21. 4 n It
22. Ja A d
21. J 4 4
24. o

25.d. J.

27. 0.
26, 4.

*Test each step

Key Comments

x 2 correct responses

V V

V V
V V

V 1

V V

V V

V 11

V V

V V
\I V

V V

V V

V V

V V

V V

V V

v v'
V V

V V

V V

V V
V 1/

V V

V 4)1/

V V

V IV

0 1 incorrect responSe

tOSU 15

Acquired Skill

yes 132 No



Aram SINOir

PrQiirami. A, Matches 141t.13

Oassline Distal

Student's Nome'

Observer's Name;

Terminai3Objectivet
Student can sing (on pitch) in Imitation of the pitches presented and hold for three sec-oods,

Phases:r

X

0

Student will sing in imitatiun the pitch pre-
sented and hold for 3 seconds

IX Student will sing In Imitation the pitch pre-
sented and hold for 2 seconds

VIII Student will sIngJn imItatiun the pitch pre-
sented and hold t'or I second,

VII Student will sing in imitation en approxima-
tion of the sound presented and hold for 3
seconds

V

Student will sing In imitation an approxima-
tion of the sound'presented and hold for 2
seconds

Student will sing in imitation an approxi-
mation of the sound presented and hold for
1 second

Student will emit any singing sound in imi-
tation and hold for 3 second,

Student will emit any singing sound in imi-
tation and hold for 2 seconds

Test each ste
Key Comments

x == 2 correct responses

1 incorrect respon3e

Results

cquired Skills
1.

II Student will emit any singing tiumid In
Imitation and hold for I second

Student will'AmIt any singing sound in
Imitation of singing sound presented

Steps: (Individualized)

1.

2.

4, ,6

5.

--x ix v111 )111 VI V iv
X IX VIII VII VI V IV, III II

X IX VIII VII VI V IV III II

X (X VIII VII VI V IV Ili 11

X IX VIII VII VI V IV ill II



Area SINGING
/111

Sings /14.Lo.dir,....and - tovul 1

Da'setine.Dote:

Terminal Objective: Student will correctly sing in'imitation

.:-Phases:

IV

6

Student will correctly sing in imitation the three
note pattern presented visually and auditorily.

ill Student will correctly sing in imitation the three
note pattern given verbal assistance with first
pitch only.

Student will correctly sing in imitation the three
note pattern given verbal assistance with first
two pitches.

Student will correctly sing in imitation the three
note pattern given verbal assistance with all :

three pitches.
f.

w' 2 correct- responses

1 Incorrect response

Student's Nome:

Observer's Name:

the three'note pattern presented visually and Fc.iudItorily.

Sys

1.

2.

3.

4.

5..

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13..

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.
28.

29.

30.

31.
32.

33.
34.

36.

low, low, low
high, high, high
middle, middle, middle
low, high, low
high, low, high
low middle, low
high, middle, low
1 step up
1 step down
ccc - do do do
ddd re re re
gee - ml nit mi
fff - fa fa fa
ggg.- sol sol sol
aaa - la la la
bbb ti ti ti

ccc - do do do
cde - do re mi
edc - mi re do
fed.- fa mi re
ccg - do do sol
oog - la la sol
ffe.- fa fa mi

ddc - re re dq

gge sol sol mi
gea - sol mi 16'

gce sol do 'ml

gag - sol-la sol
fdb - fa re ti

egc - ml sol do
edf - mi re ,fa

cfg - do fa sol
ceg - do mi sol!

bdg - ti re sol

cfa - do filo
b.fg - ti fa sot-

V I 1

V I

V I I

V I I

V I I

V 1 I

V 1 I

V I.

V I I

V I I

V. 1 I

V 1 1

V I 1

V I 1

V I I

V 1

V 1 1

V 1

V
V I 1

V .1

V. 1

V

V 1 t

V 1 t

V 1 1

V 1 1

V.

V 1 1

V 1

V I t
V t 1

V I 1

V (

1 1 .1

VIII 1



Arial ISINGING

Program: C. Sings:Simple Songs - Level 1 Student's Name:

Baseline Date:
Observer's Name:

Terminal Objvctive: Student will sing o (fuuriflitalicI) TJELIElititation of adult.

Phase:

XIV Student will sing entire song in imitation of adult.

XIII Sludot will Illng ontIry wng In ImItotion of adult with adult doulutonets,

XII Student will sing fourth phrase of song in imitation of adult.

XI Student will slog fourth phrase of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

X

IX

VIII

VII

VI

V

IV

13d

Student will sing first, secondand third phrases of song in imitation of adult.

Student will sing first, second and third phrases of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will sing third phrase of song in imitation of adult.

Student will sing third phrase of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will sing first and second phrases of song in imitation of adult.

Student will sing first and second phrases of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will sing second phrase of song in imitation of adult.

Student will sing second phrase of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will sing first phrase of song in imitation of adult.

Student will sing first phrase of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

'Steps on Next Page ,
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;
Progliam; CulisasaweisLagnal-1.xygLi4,..ContInued.

BaselIne.Date:

Terminal Objective:

Area: SINGING

Steps:

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

I. Rain, Rain Go Away XIV X1 X I X X IX V I 1 V I VI V IV I I

2. Not Cross Buns XIV XI X I X X IX V II V I VI V IV I I

3. Elephant Song XIV XI X I X X IX V II V I VI .V IV I I

4. Frog Song XIV°XI X I X X IX V I I V I VI V IV I I

5. Go Toll Aunt-Rhodio XIV XI X I X X IX V II V I VI V IV I I

6. Boll that Cahbago XIV XI X I X X IX V I I V I VI V IV I I

Key Comments

x of 2 correct responses

0 a 1 incorrect response

Results

AcLjuired Skill

Yes: No



Program:

Baseline

Terminal

Phases:

IV

III

I

Area:

1"r

MELODY; ItIqTRUMENTS

A. Plays Melodic Patterns on Melody Bells

Date:

Objective: Student will correctly play

Level 1 Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

on the xylophone in imitationthe three note pattern presented.

Student will correctly play on the xylophone
in imitation the three note pattern presented.

Student will correctly play on the.kylophone
in imitation.the three note pattern given
physical assistance with the first pitch only.

Student will correctly play on the xylophone
Sin imitation the three note pattern given
physical assistance frith the first two pitches.

Student will correctly ploy on the xylophone
In Jmitation the three note pattern.given
physical assistance with all three pitches.

Itu

2 correct responses

.1 incorrect response

Ye

Steps:

1. Low, low, low
2. High, high, high
3. Middle, middle, middle
4. Low, high, low
5. Nigh, low, high
6. Low, middle, high
7. High, middle, low
8. I step up
9. I step down
10. ccc-do do do
11. ddd-re re re
12. 000-ml nil mi

13. fff-fa fa fa
14. ggg-sol sol sol
15. aaa-la la la
16. bbb-ti ti ti

17. ccc-do do do
18. cde-do re mi
19. edc-mi re do
20. fed -fa-mi re
21. ccg-do do sol ,

22. aag-la la sol
23. ffe-fa fa mi
24. ddc-re re do
25. gge-sol sol mi
26. gea-sol mi la
27. gco-sol do mi

20. Unti-gal lo hot
29. fdb -fa re ti

30. egc-mi sol do
31. edf-ml re fa
32. cfg-do fa sol
33. ceg -do mi sol
34. bdg-ti re sol
35. cfa-do. fa la
36. bfg-ti fa sol

V

V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

11
II

,

I It

I II

I II

I II

I I

I .11

I II



Area:: _MELODY INSTRUMENTS

rogriallf: B. PlDvs Simple Melodie.spw_n_lody Bells (Xylophone) - level 1
Studen Name:

Da elrhe Date: ma Observe Name:

Terminal Objective: Student will play U simple (fourtheasure) song in Imitation of adult.

Phases:

XIV

XIII

XII

XI

Steps:

Student will play entire four measure 1. Rain, Rain Go Away XIV XIII XII
song In !mit:Ilion or odult. 2. Hot Oros!' Bun XIV XIII XII

3. Elephant Song ' XIV XIII XII
Student will play entire four measure
song in imitation of adult with adult
assistance.

Student will play fourth measure of
song in imitation of adult.

Student will play fourth measure of
song in imitation of adult with adult
assistance.

Student will play first, second and
third measures of son92in imitation of
adult.

IX Student will play first, second and
__third measures of song in imitation of

adult with adult assistance.

VIII Student will play third measure of song
in imitation of adult.

VII

144

Student will play third measure of song
in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

XI X IX VIII VII VI V IV III II I

XI X IX VIII VII VI V IV III II I

XI X IX VIII VII VI V IV III II I

*Phases Continued and Measures Listed on Next Page



Area: MELODY INSTRUMENTS

Program: B. Plays Simple Melodies on Melaix Bells
Continued, -

Baseline.Date:

Terminal Objective:

VI

V

IV

(Xylophone Level 1; Student's NaMe:

Observer's Name:

Student will play first and second measures of song in imitation of adult.

Student will play first and ,,ocond measures of sorY) in Imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will play second measure of song in imitation of adult.

Student will play second measure of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will pleiy_Firt. meautwo or sOng In Imitation or adult

Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

T*,-11

Key

w 2 correct re \sponses

I Incorrect

Comments

Results N.

iluired Skill

MEASURES

1. Rain, Rain Go Away -

-G E . -soi.m1
G G E sort-Sol m1

G G E
or sol ,sol mi

A G G E. la sol sol mi

2. Hot .Cross Buns
E D C .

E D C

. CCDD
E E C

3. Elephant Song
E D C
F E D

E D CD C

or

.

ml re do
01 ire do

do do re re
mi re do

1

ml re do
fa mi re
sal sol sol fa
mi re do



-Ar'ea: HARMONY .IN8TRUMENTSA

Program: A. Plays ChordP6tterns uroharp - Level 1

Baseline Date:

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Terminal ObjoCtive: Student will correctly ploy on the autoharp'in imitation the four chbrd pattern preseracd.

Phases:

IV

II

Studeht will correctly play an the autoharp in imitation the
four chord pattern presented.

Student will correctly play on the autoharp in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first
chord only.

Student will correctly play on the autoharp in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first
two chords.

Student will correctl
four chord pattern gi
three chords.

play on the autoharp in imitation the
n physical assistance with the first

Student will correctly play on the autoharp in imitation the
four chord Otterm giv n physical assistance with all four
chords.

x =.2 ,correct responses.

1. incorrect response

AcqUired`Skill

X1.48 No

Steps:

1.CCCC
2. F,F Fi

3.'G/ G' G7

4. C G7 G7 C
5. C F F C
6. C F G7 C
7. F C F
8. G7 CG C

9. F C G7 C
10. G7 C r c

V IV III II

V II

V IV III II

V IV III II

V IVAII II

V IV 11 II

-V IV. III II

V lV III II

V V III LI

V IV III II



Area: HARMONY INSTRUMENTS

Program: .11,_plays Chords to a Sonoon_butaharp - Level I
Student's Name:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student will play a simple (four measure) song in imitation of adult.

Phases: Steps:

XIV Student will play entire four measure song In imitation of adult. 1, Hot Cross BunS 'XIV XIII XII_ XI X IX VIII
VII VI V IV III II I

XIII Student will play entkre four measure song in imitatin of adult
with adult assistance. 2. Elephant Song XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

VII yiv IV III II I

XII Student will
.ti,

play ,fourth measure of song in imitation of adult.
.

3. Frog Song XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

'XI Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of adult VII VI V IV III It I

with adult assistance.

X Seudent will play'fLrst, second and third measures of song in
imitation of adult .'N

IX Student will play first, second and third measuros of song in
imitation of adult with adult assistance.

VI

'41004

:30

Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult.

Student will play third measure of songin imitation of adult
with adult assistance.

Student will play first and second measures of song in imitation
of adult.

Student will play first and second measures. of.song in imitation
of adult with adult assistance.

*Phases Continued and Measures Listed on Next Page

151



Area: HARMONY INSTRUMENIS

Program: B. Plays Chords to a Song on Autoharp - Level 1, Continued. Student's Name:

DaserPne Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective:

IV Student will play second nicatdtre of song in imitation of adult.

III Student will play second measure of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

II Student will play first measure of song in imitation 9f adult.
1

Student will ploy rirst Moo5tilu at' sung In imitation or adult with adult assistance.

Key Comments

x = 2 correct responses

1 incorrect response

Yes

Results

Acquired Skill

152N0

MEASURES

1. Frog Song

C- C-

C- C-

2. Hot Cross
C G7 C
C G7 C
C - G7
C G7 C

Buns

3. Elephlint Song

C - C -
G7- G7-
G7- G7-
C -C -



Arun: KEYBOARD

Program: 8. Maishri_Baalz_lucaLucs_:_LLIAlai-1
Student's Name;

Baseline Date:
Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student places felt or cardboard pieces to match basic locaters on laminated keyboard 'liven verbal cue,

Phases:

Student places felt or cardboord piece to match basic locater on laminated keyboard given'verbal cue.

Student places felt or cardbudrd piece to match basic locator on laminated keyboard given verbal cue and model.

Student places felt or cardbudrd piece to match basic locater on laminated keyboard given verbal cue, model and

physical assistance.

Steps:

I. Black keys

2. Two black keys

3. Low key in group of two black keys.

4. High key in group of two black keys.'

5. Three black keys.

6. Low key in group of three black keys.

.7. Middle key in group of three black keys.

Bismajkil
atjuilirigir

*Steps Continued on Next Page

154

155



Area: KEYBOARD
)

Program; A. Matches Basic Locators - Lovel 1, Continued. Student's Name;

Baseline Date: Observer's Name: A' '

tt

Terminal Objective:

Steo, CeDtInued

8. High key In group of three black keys.

Ke Comments

x = 2 correct responses

0 = 1 incorrect response

Results

Acquired

156
Yes No

JLI
VII gin III II I

1.5'7



Arent KEYBOAR11

programs O. Finds Basic Locators - Levu! 1 Student's Name:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student finds and_aiallgslc locators on keyboard given verbal cue.

Phases:

III Student finds and plays appropriate key/s given verbal cue.

Student finds and plays 4pprOpriate key/s given verbal cue and model.

Student finds and plays appropriate key/s given verbal cue, model and physical assistance.

Steps:

Key

x = 2 correct responset

1 incorrect response

Results

es.

Am! i rod Skill

.No153

1. Black keys

2. Two black keys

3. Low key in group of two black keys.

4. Nigh kay in group of two block kayu.

5. Three black keys.

6. Low key in group of three black keys.

Comments 7, Middle key in group of, three black keys...

8. High key in group of three black keys.

DEREIWIlf 11

159



Areal KEYBOARD

Progr: .14Alty.,141 goys :Jaya StUdents Name:

Dosulloe Date: Observer's Namul

Turmln31 Objective: Student places note namvv,apprOprinte key while (liven verbal cue.

Phases:

V

IV

Student place's note name on appropriate key given verbal cue,

Student places note name on appropriate key given verbal cue and model.

Student places note name on appropriate keyigiven verbal cue, model and locator assistance.

Student places note name on appropriate key\Aiven verbal cue, model, locator assistance, and visual cue.

Student places note name, on appropriate key given verbal cue, model, locater assistance, visual cut, and
physical assistance,

locater Assistance (Sung)

1. 1, 2, 3 - A
(3 black notes going up, back to white A)

2. D 2. I go, to -

(3 black notes going up, up to white El)

3. C

it. D

.5.

3. Downto C

(2 black notes down, down to white C)

4. Low, High - D
(2 black notes up, down to white D)

5. Up to - E
(2 black notes up, up to white 'E)

F 6. I go to - F
(3 black notes down, down to white F)

17. G 7. 3, 2, 1 G

(3 black notes down, up to white G)

EiffOirldnueckonw extkoaae.

I 0 Ilti 'I4'ks

tioj ilek;

v IV
II

V IV 1,1
II r

V IV IW
II I

V IV IW
II I

V IV Lirl
II I

V IV
s



ArUal KLYBOARD

Program: C, Matches White Keys - Lulvel 1, Continued.
PIWIVMIN 1.1v0 OR V . - 7 TO*

oleline Onto: WV*

Student's Nnmol

Ohs'eryer's Nom

TurmInal (Meetly(); StTiallt )lncut, Iwo nnmu oh ap_pm4dat1114whIlu (Ivan verbal Cliu.

t91

io

Steps,F

'1. do

2, ru

3. mi

4. fa

). !JO

6. la

7. ti

Wolter Assistance

Down to r.

Low, MO ru Same 'as 0

Up to - mi Same as E

I go to f Same as F

321,r.hu Semu.ns G

123 - la Sathe as A

I go to ti Same as

Same as C

Key

2\ correct responses

.0 m 1\incorrect response

\ Results

Acquired Skill

\ Yes No

Comm nts

162

ep.



Area: KEYBOARD

Program: D

Baseline Doter

Terminal Objective:

Phases:

vel 1

Student plays eppruprinte key given verbal cue.

Student's Name:.

Observer's Name:

V Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue.

IV, Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue and model.

III Student-plays appropriate key given verbal -cue, model and locater assistance.

II Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue, model, locater assistance, and visual cue.

1 Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue,

Steps.: Locater Assistance (Sung)

1. A 1. 1, 2, 3 - A
(3 black notes going up, back to white.A)

163
.1,

model, locater assistance, visual cue, and physical assistance.

2. D 2. I go to -
(3 black 'notes going up, up to white B)

3. C 3. Down to - C
(2 black notes down, down to white C)

4. D 4. Low, High - D
(2 black note.; up, down to White 0)

-5. E 5, '..Jo to - E

f2. black notes up, up to white E

.

6. F 6. I go to - F
(3 block, not,.. down, down to white r)

7. G 7. 3, 2, 1 G

(3 black notes down, up to white (1)

V IV III
II 1



Area: KEYBOARD

Program:. D. :Finds and Plays White Koys - Level 1, Continued. Student's Name:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name

Terminal\ Objective: Student plays appropriate key given verbal cue.

Steps.:

1. do Down to - do Same as C

2. re Low, High - re Same as D

3. m1 Up tu mi Some as E

4. fa I go to - fa Same as F

5. so 321 so Same as G

6. la 123 la Same as A

7. ti I go to - ti Same as B

Key Comments

= 2 correct responses
= 1 incorrect response

Results

Acquired Skill

Yes No

165



Area: KEYIWARD

ProgrJm: E. Plays Melodic Patterns on Keyboard - Level 1 Student's Name:

Baseline Dat&

Terminal Objective: Student will correutly play on the keyboard In imitation the three note pattern presented.

Phase;

Observer's Name:

liwolwaso.

IV Student will correctly play on the
keyboard in imitation the three
note pattern preseW.od.

Student will correctly play on the
keyboard in imitation the three
note pattern given, physical assis-
tance with the first pitchonly.

Student will corryvtly piny on tho
keyboard Imitation the three note
pattern presented given physical
assistance with the first two
pitches.

Student will correctly play on the
keyboard in imitation the three
note pattern presented given physical
assistance with all three pitches.

Key Comments

x = 2 correct responses

1 incorrect response

Yes

Results

Acquired Skill

No
1 66

Steps)

1. Low, high, low (two black keys)
2. Low, middle, high (three black keys)
3. Low, low, low (three black keys)
4. Middle, middle, middle (three black keys)
5. High, high, high (three black keys)
6. High, middle, low (three black keys)

7. I step up (three black keys)
8. I step down (three black keys)
9. 1, 2, 3 A OR 9. Down to - do
10. odd

1 11. bbb
10, do du do
11. re re re

12. ccc 12. mi mi nil
13. ddd
14. eee

13. fa fa fa
14. sol sol sol

la la la
ti ti ti

do do do
do re mi
mi re do
fa mi re
sol sol mi
la sol mi
do do sol
la la sol
fa fa ml
re re do

15. fff
15. ggg

15.

16.
17. aaa 17.
18. cde 18.
19. cde 19.

20. fed 20.
21. gge 21.
22. age 22.
23. ccg 23.
24. aag 24,

25. ffe 25.
26. ddc 26.

V II I

V II I

V II I

V II I

V II I

V II I

V H 1

V 11 I

V 11 I

V I I

V 11 I

V 11.1

V II I

V II I

V I 1 I.

V II I

V II I

V 11 I

V II I

V II I

V II I

V II 1

V II I

V AI I

V II I

V II I



Area: KEYBOARD

Program: F. Ploys Simple Songs on Keyklord - Level Student's Name:

BaseCne Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Obj2ctive: Student will play a simple (four phrase) song An imitation of adult.

Phases:

XIV

XIII

XII

Student will play entire four measure song in imitation
of adult.

Student will play entire, four measure song in imitation
of adult with adult assistance.

Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of
adult.

XI Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of
adult with adult assistance.

X Student will play first, second and third measures qf
song In im!!:atIonpr adult.

IX Student-will play first, second and third measures of
song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult.

Student will play third measure of song in imitation of
adult with adult assistance.

.VI Student will play first and second measures of song in
imitation of adult.

*Phases Continued on Next Page

168.

St:22s)

1. Not Cross Buns XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII
VII VI V IV III II I

2. Elephant Song XIV XIII XII XI X IV VIII,
VII VI V IV III II I

3. Frog Song XIV XIII XII XI X IV VIII
VII VI V IV III II I

1.69



Area: KEYBOARD,

Program: F. Plays Simple,Songs on Keyboard Level 1, Continued.

Baseline Date:

Terminal Objective:

V

IV

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

a. ,

Student will play'first and second measures of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will play second measure of song in imitationeof adult.

Student will play second measure song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult.

Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Key Comments

x 2 correct responses

= I incorrect response

Results

Arquired

1'1 0



Area': SONG'FL;UTE

Program; Aijiatches Notes - Level 1

Baseline Date:

Student's Name:

/-'"11/ Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student covers appropriate holes on illustration to match note _given verbal cue.

Phases':

IV

, Steps,:

Student covers appropriate holes on
Illustration to match note given
verbal cue. -

Student .covers appropriate holes on
Illustration to match note given
verbal cue and model.

Student covers appropriate holes on
illustration to match note given
verbal cue, model and visual cue.

Student covers appropriate holes on
illustration to match note given
verbal cue, model, visual cue, and
physical assistance.

Key Comments.

x 2 correct responses

0 = I incorrect response

Results

Acquired Skill

172
No

,

1 . B o IV I I I I I I l F I V I I I I I I 7 C IV I I I I I ,r

(to 0.. (fa) '(do) .

o ii

,2. A

(la)

3 G

(so 1)

o -0

o 0 -
o 0

,-,

IV III II I

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

, 9

5. E. IV III II I 8. C 0 IV HI II I

(m1)
o

(do)
-17

o 0

IV III II I 6. D

(re)

0

0

0
IV III II I 9. D ° o IV III II I

3



SON`( FLUTE,

Trograi: U. Finds and. Plays Notes Level 1

Baseline Date:

77"rermi,nal Objective: Studemt-pays_ mmyriate note given verbal cue.

Phases: t Steps:

IV Student plays appropriate note given 1. 8
verbal cue.

(ti)

III Student plays appropriate note given
verbal cue and.model.

Student plays appropriate note given
verbal cue, model and visual cue.

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

o IV III II I 4. F

o (fa)o
0

o

1V III II I 7. C IV III II I

(do)

0

Student plays appropriate note given
verbal cue, model, ylsual cue, and
physical assistance.

2. A

(la).

IV III

IV i I I

II

II

I

l/

5. E '9 o

(mi) .

IV III II, I

i

!V Ili II I

8. C

(do)

,'

9 D

(re)

o

°

IV III II I

IV Itt It t

0
0
0

3. G o

(sol)

0
0

411

6.

(re) --ii--

.

o

0
o
o
o

0

0
o

--ET-

o

o

0

0
0
0
0

lAey Comments

2 correct responses

rici:4-rect response

/ Results

Acquired Skill

, es No174
17,5



Area: SONG FLUTE

Program: C. Plays Melodic Patterns on '.;nno Flute - Level 1

Baseline Date:

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student will corrc,tly play on the song flute in imitation the three note pattern press

Phas.,:

IV

r

Student will correctly play on the song flute in imitation
the three note pattern presented.

Student will correctly play on the song flute in Imitation
the three .tote pattern presented given physical,assIstance
with the first pitch only.

Student will correctly play on the song flute 7n imitation
the three note, pattern presented given physical assistance
with the first two pitches.

Student will correctly play on the song flute in imitation
the three note pattern presented given physical ass stance
with all three pitches.

Comments

x = 2 correct responses

I incorrect response

Accu'red Skill

No 176

Steps:

1. bbb-ti ti ti IV III II I

2. aaa-la 1- 11 IV III II I

3. 1.1q9:,r /:1 IV III ! I

4. fff-f IV III II I

5. eee-mi .IV III II I

6. ddd-re ze le IV III II I

7. ccc-do do do IV III II I

8. ccc (high c) IV III II I

9. ddd-re re re .IV III II I

10. bag-ti la sol IV III II I

11. gga-sol sol la IV III II I

12. cba -do ti la IV III II I

13. abc -la do IV III II I

14. ddc-re re do IV III II I

15. dcb-re do re IV III II I



Area: SONG FLUTE

Program: D. Plays Simple Songs on_lamflut0 - Level
1 Studunt's Name:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student will play a simple (four phrase) song in imitation of adult.

Phases: Steps:

XIV Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of adult. 1. Hot Cross Buns XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII
VII VI V IV III II I

X111 Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of adult

.$111with adult assistance. 2. Elephant Song XIV XIII XII XI X IX
VII VI V IV III II I

XII Student will play fourth meat,ue of song in Imitation of adult.
3. Frog Song XIV XIII XII XI X 1X V111

XI Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of adult
with adult assistance.

VII VI V IV III 11 1

Student will play first, second and third measures of song in
imitation of adult.

IX Student will play first, second and third measures of song in
Imitation of adult with adult assistance.

VIII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult.

VII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult
with adult assitance.

VI Student will play first and second measures of song in imita-
tion or adult.

V Student will play.first and second measures'of song in imita-
tion of adult with adult assistance.

*Phases Continued on Next Page

176
17 9



Area: SONG FLUTE

Program; D. Plays Simple Songs on Song Flute - Level 1 itlnued. Student's Name:

Baseline Date:
Observer's Name:

Terminal 01, octIve:

IV Studenr %/ill play second measure of song in imitaton of adult.

Iii Student will play second measure of song In imitation of adult with adult assistance.

II Student will play first measure of song in Imitation of adult.

Student will play first measure of song in Imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Ke

2 correct responses

= 1 incorrect response

Comments

Results

ikauired Skill

flo18°Yes.



Area: GUITAR

Prinv:Im.: A, Matchcs Chords 0(1, Guitar itnLal 1

Baseline Date:

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Terminal ,Dbjective: Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration

Phase,i: Steps:

IV Student covers appropriate Shi1145 and frets on illustration 1. C

to match chord given verbal cue.

III Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue and model.

II Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue, model and visual ZAe.

I Student covers appropriate strirrgs and frets on illustration
to match chord,,given verbal cue, model, Visual cue, and
physical assistance.

Key ,Comments

X '2' 2 correct responses

0 = 1 incorrect response

Results

Aqa4tred Skill

Yes' No 16 2

im

ti

to match.. the chord given verbal cue.

x x x

,IV III II I

IV III II I

IV III II I



Area: GUITAR

Program; U.. rindi and Plays Cords on Guitar - Level 1 Student's Name:

Baseline Date:

Terminal,Objective: Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue.

IV Student plays aproprlate note given verbal cue.

Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue and model.

Stndenl ply appropriate unto Ovun verbal cue, modl and
visual cue.

Student plays appropriate note given verbal cue, model,
visual cue, and physical assistance.,

e' Comments

x 2 correct responses

0 = 1 incorrect response

kaillj red Ski 1 1

No

Observer's Name:

S(cps:

1. C

2.

X X
IV III II I

IV III II I

x x x

3. F IV III II

18,5



Ar,ea GU I TAR

Program: t. Pla s Chord Patterns on GO:or - Level 1

Gasoline Date:
..wpro.wmmommrmi.fthaobwi...mob......mPOM!

Studant\s Name:

Ohlerverls Names'

Terminal Objective: Sttident will corr(.Aly play on the Dltar In Imitation the :'our chord pattern presontod,

Phase!;: La ;

V Student will correctly. play on the guitar in imitailon'the 1.cccc V V

four chord pattern presented. 2.Errr V

J. G7 e ti7
IV Student will correctly play on the guitar In Imitation the 4. C G/ G V V

four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first 5. C F F,C V V

chord only. 6. C F GI C V V

7. F C F C V V

III Student will correctly play on the guitar in imitation the
four chord pattern given phylcol Ota5hildlICO with the first

8. G7 C G7
9. C 07 C V V

two chords. 10. G7 C F C V

II Student will correctly play on the guitar in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance' with the first
three chords.

Student Will correctly play on the guitar in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with all four
chords.

Key

x 2 correct responses

0 ='1 incorrect response

Results

Acquired Skill ,

Yes Mo

Comments



Area: GUITAR

Program; D. Plays Chords to Sonjun Guitar - Level 1
Student's Nom e:

Baseline Date:
Wierverls N me:

Terminal Objectivp,: ,..S..S2.1.2111012.14.1.910 simple (four
phrase) song inihiitntion of adu

Phases;
,.

XIV Sti4dent will play entire, Four measure song In Imitation of adult,

XIII Student will play entire four measure song in imitation of adult
with adult assistance.

XII Student will play fourth measure of song In imitation of adult.

XI Student will,,play fourth measure of song
-with adult assistance.

IX

b

VII

in imitation of adult

Student will play first, second and third measures song in

imitation of adult.

Studen will play first, second and third measures of song in
imita ion &f adult with adult assistance.

Student will play third measure of song in imitation f adult.

Student will play third measure of song in imitation f adult

with. adultiassistance.

. Student wi
of adult.

11 play\ first and second measures of song In imitation

imitation

*Phases Continued on Next Page

Student will play first and second measures. of song lin

of adult with adult assistance.

§112' sl

--.4.,.4( /

1. Rot Cross Buns XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

VII ;'VI V IV III II I

. /

2'. Elephant Song X V XIII XII XI X IX VIII

/1

II VI V IV III II I

.sy....rmere...110,1WM1M.11.11M41...

3. Frog vTig XIV XIII XII XI X IX Y.111

Vii VI V 'IV III II I





1.

.Area: GUITAR

Program: D. Plays Chords to a Song on Guitar - Level 1, Continued.

Baseline Date:

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Termival Objective:

'IV Student will play second meaure of song In imitation of adult.

III Student will play.second measure of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Ii Student will -1)14 first measure or sung in iml)tion of adult.

I Student will play first measure of song in imitation of adult with adult assistance.

Ke Comments

x 2 correct responses

0 .2 1 incorrect response

ResUits

Acquired Skill

Yes No 150



Area: UKULELE

Program: A. Matches Chords on Ukulele - Level 1
Student's Name:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Termil31 Objective: Student covers apv:I.,griate strings and frets on illustration to match the chord given w!rbal cue.

Phases: Steps:

IV Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue.

I I I
'Student covers appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue and model.

II Student covers-appropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue, model and visual cue.

Student covers a ropriate strings and frets on illustration
to match chord given verbal cue, model, visual cue, and
physical assistance.

Comments

x =, 2 correct responses

0 = 1 incorrect response

Resu is

Acquired Ski 11

Yes No
191

1. C IV III II I

2. G7 IV III it I

3-r

192

IV III II I



Area: UKULELE

Program; B. Finds pnd Plays Chords on UkeleJe

Baseline Date:

Terminal Objective: Student plays

Phases:

IV Student plays appropriate note given

11 I Student plays appropriate note given

II Student plays appropriate note given
visual cue.

, Level 1

appropriate note given verbal cue.

Student plays appropriate note given
visual cue, and physical assistance.

Comments

x .2 correct responses

= 1 incorrect response

Acquired Skill

Yes .193 rio

verbal cue.

verbal cue and model.

verbal cue, model and

verbal cue, model,

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Steps:

1. C

2. G7

F

IV III II. I

IV III II I

IV ,111 II t

.1

194



Area: UKULELE

Program; C. plgvs Chord,Patterns on UtillOe - Level 1

Baseline Date;

Student's Name:

Observer's Name;

Terminal Object I Ve: Student will correctly t ion the four cliord rat tern vresenIid,

Phases:

V

IV

Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imitation the
four chord pattern presented.

Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first

chord only.

Student will correctly play on the ukulele in imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first
two chords.

Student will correctly play on the ukulele in initation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with the first

three chords.

Student will correctly play on the, ukulele In imitation the
four chord pattern given physical assistance with all four

chords.

Key Comments

x = 2 correct responses

0 = 1 incorrxt response

Results

Acquired Skill

`des No
19. 5

Steps:

1.CCCC V IV III

2. F,F F, V IV III

3, G' C' GI G/ V IV III

4. C G7 G7 C V IV III

5 . C F F c V I V I I I

6 . c F G7 c V I V ! I r -

7 . F C F c v iv

8. G7 C G7 C V IV 111

9. F C G7 C V IV III

10. G7 C F C V IV III

II
I I

I I

I I

I I

I

1

I V

196



Areal UKULELE

Program;

Baseline Date:

1

.11110/101.}1.1.0011.1010,1010101.11,1011.110=1.1*.*

- Level 1

4

Student's Name:

ObservcWs Name:

Terminal Objective: Student wi ll la 0, of adult.

Phases:

XIV Student will play entire four maasura song In Imitation of adult.

XIII Student will play entire four measure song in Imitation of adult.
with adult assistance.

XJI Student will play fourth measure of song in imitation of adult.

XI. Student will play fourth measure of song in Imitation of adult
with adult assistance.

X Student will play first, second and third measures of song In
imitation of adult.

IX Student will play fir'st,'second_and third measures of song in
imitation of adult with adult assistance.

VIII Student will play third measure of song in imitationof

VII Student will play third measure of song in imitation of adult
with adult assistance.

VI . Student will play first and second measures of sohg in imitation

of adult.

V Student will play first and second measures of song in imitation
of adult with adult assistance.

191

1. Hot Cross Buns Xlf,X111 XII XI X \,I*X VIII

VII VI V IV III It, I

2, Elephant Song XIV XIII XII XI ,X IX VIII

VII VI V IV III II I

3. Frog Song XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII
VII VI V IV III II I

*Phases Continued on Next Page

198



Areel UKUtELE

Programs 9,111aset.....ylstoaSono0nj14i4jale Level 1, Continued. Student's) Nom

Baseline Dates Observer's

Terminal Objectives

Student will play second meaiura of song In imitation of adult,

Student will ,play second measure of song in, Imitation of Ault with adult as4Istanee,

Student Will play first measure of song in ImttatIon'of adult,

Student will play first measure of song In imitatlon of adult with adult assIsiance.

Key

x = 7 correct responses

0 .., I Incorrect response

>Comments

' Results

Yes

Acqui red Slri 1 I

No 199. 0

1



koloor,i,h no.1

A5soifimont Tool

Lava) 2

1
TeachingResearch

Oregon State System of Higher Education

Monmouth, Oregon

corricil

'January,' 1982
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Area: RHYTHM

°

Program; A. Direct Physical Response to Music - Level 2

Dascline Date:

n, I4.

IV

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

aal 01)iec[ivr!: !linden) lig(en,; It 010 mngical cite and interaretq thv character of the mn,,Ic with ourprite
pilrilcat movement,

Student listens to the musi,.:,11 cue and
interprets the character of the music
with appropriate physical m(Nement.

Student, listens to the musical cue and
interprets the character of the music
with appropriate physical movement
given verbal cue.

Student 1,istens to the musftal cue and
interprets the character of the music
with appropriate physical movement given
verbal cue and model.

Student listens to the musical cue and
interprets the character of the music
with appropriate physical movement given
verbal cue, model and physical assistance.

*Test each step

Comments

x 2 correct responses

I Incorrect response

Ye

Resu

Acquired Skill

Steps:

I. High sound (reach up) IV III II I

2. Low sound (touch floor) IV III II I

3. Going up (bring arms foward and Iv III H I

4. Going down (bring arms down and back) IV III II

5. Loud (stamp feet or march) IV III II I

6. Soft (tip toe) Iv III II I

7. Crescendo (hands moving apart) Iv III II I

8. Decrescendo (hand% mogrig together) IV III II I

9. March with music-tort IV III II I

A. "march" hands on Fluor
B. march in place
C. march around the room

10. Gl..ide to musici-orfor swing arms IV III II I

1 tor -6
, n- For wAftz step in



Area: RHYTHM

Program: B. Recognizes and Plays Musical Instruments - Level 2 Student's NaMe:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Obiectivo: Hearing the sound or the instrument but not seeing IL, the student will independently_choose the
correct instrument liven three distractors and play it appropriately.

Phase!;:

IV Hearing the sound but not sucIng IL,
the student will independently choose
the instrument given three distractors
and play it appropriately.

Hearing the sound of the instrument but
not seeing it, student will independently
choose the instrument given two distrac-
tors and play it appropriately.

Hearing the sound of the instrument but
not seeing it, student will independently
choose the instrument given one distractor
and play it appropriately.

Hearing the sound of the instrument but
not seeing it, student independently will
choose the instrument given 0 distractors
and play it appropriately.

*Test each instrument

Key Comments

2 correct responses

I incorrect response

Results

Aagyired Skill

No 2:J0.4

Steps:

1. Tambourine l III II I

2. Cymbals IV III II I

1. Rhythmica IV III II I

h. Rhythm Sticks td III II I

5. Drum IV III II I

6. Triangle I'' III II I

7. Sanr1 Paper Blocks 11! III II I

R. Tone Block IN III II I

Q. Bells I'' III II I

In. Castanet It' III II I

11. Any Rhythm Instrument I'' III II

(may include home made
instruments)



Area: RHYTHM

profjram: C. Matches Tempo. - Level 2 Student's Name:

Baseline Date:
Observer's Namei

Terminal Objective: Student plays instrument to match the changing tempo of songs played on the piano, tape or record given
no visual stimulus.

Phases:

VI

V

IV

Student. plays instrument to match tempo of
songs played on the piano, a tape or a record
given no visual stimulus

Steps:

1. Fast song
2. Slow song
3. Medium tempo song

4. Song with varying tempos

Student plays instrument to match changing 1. Fast - slow - ra!it 4. Brain prndually accelorato
telmmor hond drym or pidno played rhythmically. 2. Slow - fast - slow 5. Rdndom changes
Student is given no visual stimulus. 3. Begin rest - gradually slow'down

Student plays instrument to match steady tempo
of hand drum or piano played rhythmically.
Students given no stimulus.

Student claps to match tempo of songs played-
on the piano, a tape or a record given no
visual stimulus.

Student claps to match changing tempo of hand
drum or piano played rhythmically given no
visual stimulus.

Student claps to match trinim or hand drum or
piano played rhythmically given no visual stimu-
lus.

Ke

x = 2 correct responses

0 = 1,Incorrect response

Results

Comments

206
Yes_ No

4Aacuired Skill

1. Fast (approximately 1 = 132-176)
2. Slow (approximately Jr= 66-76)

Medium (approximately 4 = 108-120)

1. Fast song
2. Slow song
3. Medium tempo song

4.-Song with varying tempos

°

1. Fast - slow - fast 4. Begin slow - gradually accelerate
2. Slow - fast - slow 5. Random changes
3. Begin fast - gradually slow down

I. Fast (approximately 4:- 132-176)
2. Slow (approximately J =,66,76)
3. Medium (approximately Or= 108-120)

207



Area: RHYTHM

Program': 2,Bhys,bpLaLtatia

Baseline Date:

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: -Student will correctly imitate two-measure rhythmTatterns played'on various instruments.

Phases:

VI

IV

1.I

Stlent 14111 correctly imitate the two-measure rhythm
pattern played on various instruments

Student will correctly imitate the two-measure rhythm
pattern when presented.

Student will correctly imitate-the two-measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap clrst measure
only. Student verbalizes both measures independently.

Student will correctly imitate the two-measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap (all). Stu-

dent verbalizes both measures independently.

Student will correctly imitate the two-measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap. (all) and

verbal assistance to say first measure only.

Student will correctly imitate the two-measure rhythm
pattern given physical assistance to clap and verbal

assistance to say both measures.

*Test each step

Key

2 correct, responses

I incorrect response

A

Results

es

Acoui red skir)3
No

Comments

Steps:

1.

7.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
p.

9.

In.

11.

12.

13.

1 h

G

VI

Vi

VI

VI

VI

VI

Vt

V 1

V I

v
vl

v
VI

VI

209

V

1/

V

V

V

V

v

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

11/

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

lit



Area: RHYTHM"

Reids Rhythm Patterns- Levu 2
Progro4:_,

Reads

baseline Date:

Tcirminal Objective: Student correctly verbalizes and

Phases:

V

IV

Student's. Name;

Observer's Name:

clans two-measure rhythm patterns when they pre presented.'

Student correctly verbalize:, and claps two-
measure rhythm pattern when presented.

Student correctly verbalizes and claps two-
measure rhythm pattern presented with verbal

cue.

Student correctly verbalizes and claps two-
measure rhythm pattern presented with verbal
cue, teacheri to point to each note.

Student correctly verbalizes and claps two -

measure rhythm pattern presented with verbal
cue, teacher to paint to ench not(' and model

over each note.

Student correctly verbalizes and claps two-
Measure rhythm pattern presented with verbal
cue, teacher to-point to each note and
physically assist. over each note.

*Test each step

Comments

m 2 correct rwipontieti

= 1 incorrect response

Results

,Acquired Skill

Yet c N No .

Steps:

1. 4 4 4 J / 4 4
2. I 4 t /141 t
3. alt .14 /
h.

I
/

5 :

6.444 /41 4t
7 . 4-44414/ atilt
9. 43 4 4 t t 4 4

10. a ita 4 / a 4 .1
II. 43 44 A / I 4 4
12. 3 :441 /444
13. o/ 4it 4 t
li.. 0 / 4 Z JI

15. o / 43 43 4
1 6 . 1 A / 4 4
17. cl.

1R. 4 43 4 4 / LI o
A

20. a.1 /
4
:31.1

21. 1 / A. i
22. Id / a. Id
23. .G / o

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V
V

V

V

V
V

V
-V

211



Arca: Intervallic Notation: Singing

Program: A. Matches Note Patterns Level 2 Student's Name:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student matches 3--note patterns presented visually and aurally, given. 2 distractors.

Phases

XXXV I

XXXV

XXX1V

XXXII!

Student matches

Student matches

Student matches

Student 'matchesmatches

XXXII Student matches

XXXI Student, matches

XXX . Student matches

XXIX Student matches

XXVIII Student matches

XXVII

XXVI

212'
XXV

Student matches

Student matches

3=XE
0

Student. matches ;

line, - 5ths

line; liner7space - 2nds

line, linespace 2nds

space, space:Aspace - 5ths

)7
space, space, space - 5ths

1 ine;? line,171ihe - 5ths

line,;41ine:61Ine - 5ths

space line space - 4ths

space;/Iiine,space - 4ths

linespace,;11ine - 4ths

line,' space, line - 4ths

Space skips ddWn - 3rds

as'

Steps

3 2 1 3. 2 Distractor5
2. 1 Distracter
1. 0 Distractors

3 2 1

3 2 1

:32 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2'1 .

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

Continued on next

3 2 1



'u '1

Intervallic:Notation Singing.`

:1.

Program: A. Matches Note Patterns Level 2,-Conttnued..

Baseline Date:

.1,

Student s,Name:

Observer's Name:

4

Terminal Objective: Student matches 3-note patterns presented visually and aurally, given 2 distractors.

Phases

XXIV Student matches

xxiir Student matches..

XXII Student matches

XXI Student matches

XX Student matches

XIX Student matches

XVIII Student matches

XVII Student matches

XVI . ,Student matches

XV , Student matches

XIV Student matches

XIII° Student. matches

Student Matchei

A I Space skips up - 3rds
ci

.44--

o
90

Steps

321

Line skips down - 3rds' 3 2 1

Line skips up,-- 3rds 3 2 1

Space steps dOwn - 2nds 3 2 1

Space steps up'- 2nds - ., 3 2 1

Line steps down - 2nds.

Line steps up - 2nds

3 2 1

J.

3 2 1

spacespace,\Ispace 3rds 3 2 1

space,*spacetspace -.3rdd 3 2 1

3his ;3 2 1-
.

s1 fne,r4line, line -. 3rds 3 2 1

ipaceNline space - nds 3 2 1
;71

space, line,
.$

space 2nds, 3 2.1

a

Continued on next page.
_ .

C



00C)

Areal Intervallic Notation - Singing

Pebgram; A. Matches Note Patterns - LeyLIIA Continued. Student's Names

Baseline Date:
Obsnrver's Name:

Terminal 6jeotIve: Student matches 3 -rota pattern's presented visually. and aurally; Oven 2 distrixtors.

ehaSes Steps

XI Student matches f 060 space,' line - 2nds. 3 2 1

X Student matches

IX Student matches

VIII Student matches

VII Student matches

Student matches

V Student matches

IV

111 -

Student matches

Student matches

Student ifltches

Student matches

0 cr01

000

0 0-
0

0

0

0 0 0

spaceline - 2nds.

space, space, space

line, line, line

high, middle, low

low, middle, high

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

middle middle, middle 3 2 1

'high,.; low, high

low, high, low

high, high, higi

low, low, low

Results-

Yet

Acquired Skill

No

3 2 1

3.2 1

2 1

3 2 1

Key omments

2 correct 'responses

1 Incorrect re'soOnse

217



Area; lintervallic Notation - Singing

p.roram: D. Finds Note Patterns - Level 2

DasOIne Date:

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Tnrminal Objective: Student rinds 3 -nute patterns presented visually and aurally, given 2 distractors.

Phases Steps

XXXVI Student finds

.XXXV Student finds

XXXIV /Student finds

XXXIII Student finds

XXXII Student finds

XXXI Student finds

XXX Student finds

XXIX Student finds

XXVIII Student finds

,XXVII Student finds .

XPXVL.. Student finds

sifo XXV Student.findsZ,

-ee-

22=

1

: Space skips down.- 3rds 2 1

line, line, line 5ths

line, liner space - 2nds

line, line,space 2nds

space, space, space - 5ths

space, space, space - 5ths

line,. line, line - 5ths

line,141ine,41ine - 5ths

space,\3 line,;Ispace - 4ths

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3. 2 Distractors
2. 1 Distractor.
1. 0 Distractors

space,>41ine:\space - 4ths 3:21.

- 4ths 3 2 1

line, space, line - 4ths 3 2,1

Continued on next page.

219.



Area! intorvoillc MoIellun

Pro9ram: B. Finds Note,Potterns Level 2, Continued Student's Name:

Daseline Date:
Observer's Name:

-.-

Terminal Objective: Studynt finds inote patterns presented visually and aurally, given 2 dIstractors.

Phases

XXIV Student finds

XXII

XXI

XX

XIX

XVIII
.

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student finds

Student rinds

Student finds

r

t)ri

01.)°-

XVII Student finds

XVI . ,Student finds

XV Studentfinds

XIV Student finds..

XIII Studpnt,findSn,,,

220
Xil Student finds

1

6

.

Steps

Space skips up - 3rds 3 2 1

Line skips down 3rds. 3 2 1

Line skips up - 3rds. 3 2 1

Space steps down - 2nds. 3 2 1

Space steps up'- 2nds. 3 2 1

Line steps down - 2nds, 3 2 1

Line steps up - 2nds 3 2 1

Space,;ispace,sspace 3rds 3 2 1.

space,\ispace, space - 3rds" 3 2 1

line, 1 i ne, 71 ine - 3rds.. 3 2 1

1inn, 1 1 ne tine 3rds 3 2:1

spaceline,d7ispace = 2nds

space,Altnespace 2nds.

4

Continued on next page.

3.2 1

3 2. I.',
221



Armil Intervalllt Notation - SIngIng

Pro ram; :k10'., Finds Note Patterns , Level 2, Continued, Student's Name:
,

Baseline Oakes
Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Stusicatflnilausuotterns presented visually and aurally, given 2

Phases Steps,

Student finds FEE]. llnespace, iq line - 2nds. 3 2 1

XI

X Student finds

IX Student finds

VIII Student finds

"VII Student rinds

VI Student finds

V Student finds

I V

222

Student finds

Student finds

Student: ilnik

Student finds

o0
a

I 0 0 0

o 0'

0

o

0 0

000

linc,'7space y line - 2nds.

space, space, space

line, line, line

high, middle, low

low, middle, high

middlq, middle, middle

'high, low, high

low, high, low

hiuh, high, high

tow, low, low

Results

Yes

Acquired Skill'

Ho ,

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 7 1

3 2 1

. 3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 I

3 2 1

Key

x 1.1 2 correct responses

0
1

incorrect

. Comments



Area; Intervallic 'Melodies

Program; A. Pla S Melodic Patterns on Dolls - Level 2

Baseline Date:

Terminal Objective: Student plays a melodic pattern on the bells given

Phasos

II

224

Student will play a melodic pattern on
the bells given intervallic notation and
the starting tone.

Student will play a melodic pottorn on the
bells cg lven Intervallic notation, the
starting tone, and model.

Continued on next page.

Phases

II I

II I

II I

II

I t

II

Ii

35.

Student's N4111(11

Observer's Name;

Intervallic notation and the starting tone.

33.1=

32. 0

28.

,27., 777

line; line, -'line 5ths

line, lineSpace - 2nds

line, line,space 2nds

space,;nspace,\Ispace 5ths

space,\ space, space - 5ths

I ne; >1 ne,' 1 i ne 5ths

I i ne,71 i ne,\1 1 1 ne - 5ths

space,\Sline,' space - 4ths

'space - 4ths

line,*space;2111ne - 4ths

line,4paceline - 4ths

Space skips down -,yds

226



4\14.1o1 IntorvolIN

Program; jt__Riath Mojo,dic,Pattorns on ;lulls - Level 2, Continued Student's Nemo

Baseline Date; Obsorvers Nome:

Tormlnol Objective.; Stuvnt plays a molildle pottorn on tho hells given intervallic notation and the stortIn9 tone,

Continued on next page.

226

Phases

I I

I I

I I

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

Sttles.;

211.

23.

22.

121,

120.

17.

16.

1 00 0
0 0(1

13. ZPW

12';

Space skips up 3rds.

Line skips down - 3rds

Line skips up - 3rds

Space step, down - 2nds

Space steps .up 2nds

Line stops down - 2nds

Line steps up - 2nds

space, spece,pace - 3rds

-spacespace,;%pace

1Ine1Ine,)411ne 3rds

1 ine/1 ine,y 11%"h - 3rds

spaceltne,Apace 2nds

space, Ine,space 2nds



Arent intorvoille Molodlos

Pr .,A 119,) " i.,tavu1 2,

Botiellno Doto;,

Torminal Object:Ivo;

Continood StwdonOti Name

Oh5orvor15 NPM41

Stndontplays molndigpottern,nn 00 hells given intervallic; notation anti th0 5toytinQ t9119,

Key Comments

X correct responses

0 0 1 incorrect response

Results F.

lquired Skill
223

es *N07'

II

II

II I

II

I I

II

II I

I I

I I I

PoWl,

11, I I ne ;)9 I I ne 2hdo

10. 1 I ne 0,)A5pace;s0 11 n - 2nd5

9,[11,04,1j upilcu thiwou 4pcu,:ta

8.1T line, line, line

7.

6,

41441
0 0 0

2-.

000

high, middle, low

low,,middle, high

middle:, middle, middle

hi'gh, low, high

low, high, low

high, high, high

low, low, low

229



tea:. Intervallic Melodiqs.

Oram: B. Plays Melodies on BellPro s - Level 2 . Student's Namd:il

Baseline Date:

Terminal Objective: Student

Phases

XIV

XI I

XII

XI

X

(X

I I I

VII

VI

V

V

I I

3

a s a

Observer's Name:

/-
melod on the bells iven Y ervallic notation and the starting tom,,

?

Student will play entire song given notation.

Student will play entire song given model and notation.

Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

Student will play fourth.phrase of song given 71 and
notation.

Student will play first, second and third phrases of song
notation.

Student will play first, second and third phrases of
song given model and notation.

Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

Student will play third phrase of song given model and
notation.

Student will play first and second phrases of song
given notation.

Student will play first and second phrases of song
'given model and notation.

Studcni will play sccond phrase or song .given notation.

Student will play second phrase- of song given model and
notation.

Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Stwpe Phases

1. Frog Song XIV X111 XII XI X XI V1.-

VII VI V IV III II

2, Hot Croi Buns XIV

VII

XIII

VI V

XI

IV

X

III

XI 1/1;',

II

Elephant Song XIV Xl.11 xi; XI X XI V.

VII VI V IV ill II

Key

x 2 correct responses

0 t2 1 incorrect response

Results

Stadent.Will play first phrase of song given model and Acquired Skill
notation.

Yes No

o



fie

Program: C. Plays Mdlodlc Patterns on Keyboard - Level 2

intervallic Melodies

Baseline Date:

Terminal Objective:

Phases

II

232

Student plays'a melodic pattern on the keyboard

/ startip9 tone.

Student will play a melodic pattern

on the keyboard given intervallic
notation and the starting tone.

Student will clay a melodic pattern

on the keyboard given intervallic
notation, the starting tone, and
model.

Continued on next page.

Phases

II I

II I

II I

II I

SLOE;

36.

35

33.

II I '32.

II I

it

II I

31.

30.

29.

II I 29;

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

given intervallic notation and the

0 00

.
4;"49".

0 t)

Z:=-43"-- I

line, llne,;11ine 5ths

line, llnec4space - 2nds

line, line>space 2nds

space,/ispace,space - 5ths

space>space,)4space 5ths

- 5ths

line,17111ne,line - 5ths

space,viine,%7Ispace 4ths

space,"/1 ne> space - Labs

llnelspace;11ne - labs

llne,;71space,line 4th

Space skips



Area: Intervallic Melodies

Program: C. Plays Melodic Pattern, on Keyboard - Level 2, ContiOued Students NaMe:

Baseline Date: ObServer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student plays a melodic pattern on the keyboard given intervallic notation and the
starting tone.

Continued on next page.

234

Phases

II I

Steps

24.

23. ---o-

22.

I I I 13.

I I I

I I

17.

16.

15.

14.

13.

000

0 0
0

-0-9-

-ee-

Space ;kips up - 3rds

Line skips clown - 3rds

Line skips up - 3rds

Space steps down - 2nds

Space steps up 2nds

Line steps, down - 2nds

Line steps up 2nds

space, spacey space 3rds

spacespace,-space - 3rds'

lineline,)111fle - 3rds

Ilner/71ine,\IIne - 3rds

spaceline,,IsPace 2nds.t

space "IlIne;$, space-. ,2nds



10O01

Are; Intervallic Melodies

Rrogram: Ci Plays Melodic Pattern!, on Keyboard - Level 2, Conttnued.

Baseline Date:
0 0

Terminal Objective: Student plays a melodic pattern on the
starting tone.

Phases

II I

Comments

2 correct responses

1 incorrect response

Acquired Skill

Yes: 236 Ho

11 I

II

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

keyboard given intervallic notation and the

Steps

10. .0149-

9. J

r

1

'8. 49-9-14-

t
00

000

1 inespace,,Illne 2nds

- 2nds.

space, space, space

3.

2.

1.

00U

line, line, line

high, middle, low

low, middle, high

mfddle

'high, low, high

low, high, low

high, high, high

low, low, loW

237



Area: Intervallic MelodieS

PrOgram&:._ D._ Plays Melodies on Keyboard - Level 2 Student's Name:

, t'

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student clays a melody on the keyboard given intervallic notation, startin2 tonal
-
and starting fTngerinu.

Phases Steps

XIV

XIII

XII

XI

X Student will play first, second and third phrases of song
given notation.

IX Strident will play first, second and third phrases of
song given model and notation:

VIII Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

VII Student will play third phIgase of song given model and
notation.

Phases

Student will play entire song given notation.

Student will play entire song given model and notation.

Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

Student will play fourth. phrase of song given model and
notation.

1.

2.

3.

Frog Song

Hot Cross Buns

Elephant Song

XIV
VII

XIV
VII

XIV

VII

XIII

VI

XIII
VI

XIII

VI

XII

V

XII

V

XII

V

XI X IV M11

IV III II

XI X IV V11

IV 111 II

XI X IV VII

VI. III II

VI Student will play first and second phrases of song
given notation.

V Student will play-first and second phrases of song
'given model and notation.

IV Student will play second phrase of song given notation.
Key Comments

x 2 correct responses
III Student will, play second phrase of song given model and

notation. VI. 1 incorrect response

II

236

Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Student.wil play first phrase of song given model and
notation.

Results

Acquired Skill

Yes No

239



1E1

*Wile Melodies

E. Plays Melodic 'Pattern-s on Song

Baseline Date:

Flute LeVel 2 Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student plays a melodic pattern on the s.00g flute given intervallic notation
pnd the starting tone.

Phases

1

Student will play t melodIe pattern
on the song flute given Intervallic
notation and the starting tone.

Student will play a melodic pattern
on the song flute given intervallic
notation, the starting tone, and
model.

44,24 0_

Continued on next page.

Ph,Aes Steps:

11 i 36.

II I 35.

'II 1

11 I

11 I 32.

II I 31.

II I 30.

II 1 29.

11 *I

34.
Coco

I

line, 1 ino,)711ne - 511..

line, line"pace - 2nds

line, linespace 2nds

33. = space,0spaCe,space- 5ths
32:=E

28. iii

space space;
7-1

space 5ths

5ths

lifie,"116,11.ne 7 5ths

ine,7space 4ths

space,,P)ine,space - 4ths

II

II°

1

1

27 4ths

1 I no ,?;Ispoca, line - 4ths

11

-241

Space' skips dowm:- 3rds



000 I

r

Area: 16terVallic Melodies
tr.-

Program: E. Plays Melodic Pitterns on Song Flute - Level 2, Continued

iMselinc Dale:

StudenesAame:

Observer's Name:

Terminal Obi.ective: Student plays a melodic pattern on the song flute given intervallic notation
the starting tone.

242

Continued on next, page.

Phases

II I

II I

Steps

24. [7] Space ;kips up - 3rds

18. °us°

17. [-0(7-0-1

Lino. skips down - 3rds

Line skips up - 3rds,

Space steps down 2nds

Space steps up'-2nds

Line steps'dowg 2nds

Line steps up - 2nds

space,/mspaCe,$space prds,

space,space,lspace -'3rds.
; *

ineN line -

space \tIline,Apace 2nds



Area: Intervallic Melodies

Program: E. Plays Melodic Patterns on Song Flute - Level 2, Continued. Student's Name:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

1. rntlnaI °I/let:111/0: %; (.101111. p I V 0 m10111C noilorn on the wntj :0,16u_ulyimintcrvollIc_nptLlpn
AartInu term.

Key . Comments

41 2 correct responses

j incorrect respo6se

Yes

Results

Acqu4ired Skill

d. i

SLeps

II I 9.

8.

o

5

li I
qt.

3

*2:

0.0 0

o 0-
0

uvv

000

2nds

1 ine/space:S line 2nds.

space,. space, space

line, line, line

high, middle, low

low, middle, high

middle, middle, middle

'high, low, high

low, high, low

'high, high, high

low, low, low

245



rea;.!Intervallic Melodies

Program: F. Plays Melodies on Song Flute - Level 2

Baseline Date:

Student's Name:

Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student plays_amelody ontIELiapila:J..hlieSiMCDJatervallic notation. starting tone
and starting fingering.

Steps

Student will piny entire divan notation. 1. rrou Soul, - koy or G

XIV XIII XI) XI X IV VIII

Student will play entire song given model and notation. VII VI V IV III II

Phases

XIV

XIII

XII

XI

X

IX

VIII

VII

VI

V

IV

III

II

Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

Student will play fourth phrase of song given model and
notation.

2. Hot Cross Duns key of G

XIV XIII XII XI' X IV VIII

VII VI V IV III II I

Student will play first, second and third phrases of song 3. Elephant Song - key of G

given notation.

Student will play first, second and third phrases of
song given model and notation.

Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

Student will play third phrase of song given model and
notation.

Student will play first and second phrases of song
given notation.

Student will play first and second phrases of song
'given model and notation.

Student will play second phrase of song given notation.

XIV XIII XII XI X IV VIII

VII VI V IV III II I

Key Commenrs

x = 2 correct responses
Student will play second phrase of song given model and
notation. 0 = 1 incorrect response

,\

Student will play first phrase of long gluon no6tion.
Resin is

I Student.Wi 1 I play first phrase of song given model and Acquired Skill
notation.

246 No 24`



Areal Notated Harmonic Patterns

Program: A. Plays Harmonic Patterns on Autoharp - Level 2 Student's Name:

Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Objectivn: Student plays a rhythmically notated harmonic a,:cumwriment to a sonulAlven the nokalon,

on .an outohare.

Phases
Steps CC CC CC CC

IJ Id d IReldol? (JL
XIV Student will play entire song given notation.

1. Frog Song 8

XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

XIII Studont will ploy entirn ;long given model cind notolion, VII VI V IV III II I

XII Student will-play fourth phrase of song given notation.

i

XI Student will play fourth'phrase of song given model and
2. Hot Crqss Buns

C.G7C C G7C C C G7G7 C G7C'

.1.1J1 JJJ 141,1111J4Icnotation.
I

X Student will play first
I

second and third phrases of song \

given notation. XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

IX Student will play first, second and third phrases of VII V1 V IV III II I

song given model and notation. \

VIII Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

VII Student will play third phrase of song given, model and

notation. C C G7 Gi G7 G7 G7 G7 C G7C

Vt.
ici ci H J J J 4i J4.

Student will play first and second phrases of song
3. Elephant Spng d d

given notation.

V S'codent will play first and second phrases of song XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

'given model and notation.
VII VI V IV Ill II l

IV Student will play second phrase of song given notation.

III Student will play second phrase of song given model and

notation.

24, 243



Arm Notated Hamonic Patterns

Program:LElays Harmolic Patterns on Autohar LeVel 2 Continued Student's Name;

,Baseline Date: Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: .St.udent.plpsn..,2 rhlhmlaly.notated nolmonic occompanIment.lo sonylAlvon the .11 10.:1,01.1,

Fhases

II Studrnt will play First phrase of song given notation.

I Student.Wi 1 1 play first phrase of song given model and

notation. -

Key Comments

2 correct responses

I incorrect response

Results

Acquired Skill

Yes 2 0 0 No

."

M



Aron: Notated Harnlonic Patterns

rIogram: Pa(1,2rns on Ukulele - Level 2

U:IselineDate:

4rminal Obientivo: Student ploys d rhythmIcolly nototed hermenico .
-

n a ukelele.

Student's Noma:

Observer's Name:

99Y(W9P!.mtIllcj011

Phases
Ste. es CC CC C C

XIV Student will play entire song given notation. :1. Frog Song d d I J<J?

XIII Student will play entire song given model and notation. XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

VII VI V IV III II I

XII Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

XI Student will play fourth.phrase of song given model and

notation. .

X Student will play first, second and third phrases of sonil

1 J J
IX

given notation. 2 Hot Cross Buns C
it

J
G7C C G/C C C G7G7 C G7C

JJ d .1 .1 .1
Student will play first, second and third phrases of

song given model and notation.

VIII Student will play third phrase of song given notation.
XIV XIII. XII XI X IX VIII

VII Student will play third phrase of Tong given model and r

VII VI V iv III it

notation.

VI Student will play first and second phrases of song

given notation.

252

Student will play first and second phrases of song'

'given model and notation.

Student will play sacond phrase or song given notation,

L!

Student will play second phrase of song given model and

notation. \
,

VII VI V IV III II I

Elephant. Sony

C C G7 G7 . G7G7G7G7 C G7Ctilt] J IJJJJJ ,1JJ
XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

253



Areal Notated'Harmenle 'Patterns

Program: D. Plays Harmonic Patterns on Ukulele - Level 2, Continued,

Uaselino Date:

Student's N6inet

Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Staleasklyi9 rh thmlcalI notated harmoni c accom anlment to a son i yen the no Lo I on ,

on a ukulele.

Phases

Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Student wl I play first phrase of song given model and

notation.

Key,
I)

Comments

x,. 2 correct responses

I incorrect response,

Results

Acquired Skill

2:4,11
No



Areal Notated Harmonic Patterns

Program: C. Plays Harmonic Patterns on Guitar ^' Level 2

Baseline Date:

Terminal Objectivev.§06911PTIM.90 rhYchMicgItYi!9490IPTT00.99TMIRY11...19.P.,.5Pn9J.
on a pitar.

Student's Name!

Observer's Nemo

Phases

XIV Student will play entire yang given notation.

XIII Student will play entire song given modal and notation.,

XII Student will play fourth phrase of song given notation.

XI ,
Student will play fourth'phrase of song given model and

notation.

X

I X

VIII

Student will play first, second and third phrases of song

given notation.

Student will play first, second and third phrases of

song given model and notation.

Student will play third phrase of song given notation.

VII Student will play third phrase of song given model .and

notialon:

VI .Student will'play first and second phrases of song

given notation.

Student will play first and second phrases of song

'given model and notation.
11.

IV Student will play second phrase of song given notation.

III Student will play second phrase of song given model and

notation.

256.

vein the notilion

Stuff CC CC CC C C

Frog Song d iredd OcIi%

XIV )(111 XII XI x IX viii

VII VI V IV III II I

2. Not Cross Buns

I

C,G7C, C G7C .0 C G7G7 C G7C-'

JJJ1JJJ1.1-.14N I.E1Jci

XIV XIII XII XI X IX VIII

VII VI V IV III II I

3. Elephant Song

G7 G

d J

J,G7 G7 G7 G7 C G

4.1JJ1J.14

XIV , XIII XII XI X IX VIII

VII VI V IV ill, H I

a



Area: Notated Harmonic Patterns

Program: C. Plays Harmonic Patterns on Guitar Level 2, Continued. Student's Na6e:

Baseline Date:
Observer's Name:

Terminal Objective: Student plays a rhythmlenlly_ notated hnrmonle nccompnniment to n sort, given the natation,

on a 9uitar.

Phases

11 Student will play first phrase of song given notation.

Student.will play first phrase of song given model and

notation.

*Iry : eo

Key Commonts

2 correct resporles

I incorrect response



APPENDIX C

Music Questionnaire

260



MUSIC QUESTIONNAIRE

Student identification information]

I. Stu,:enc.'s c;,-.161e:

2. Date this form conpleted:

3. Student is 4tnrol led in which class at Teaching Research?

11 Preschool n Elementary n Secondary

14. Name of person conpleting this form?

5. Relationship to student? J parent n foster parent

Ogroup home staff D institution staff n other

B. General information regarding music in the home/living setting]

Note: In this section the word "adult" refers to parents, foster parents,

group home staff, institution staff or other guardians in the home/

living setting who supervise the student.

i. Adults/background in music? nnone ri loves to listen

self-taught n formal lessons n other

2. Instruments played,by adult(s)? El piano or organ Ei guitar or other
string instrument

D horn or other wind instrument n drums

other

3. Type of music preferred by adult(s)? n jazz n country and western

iJ rock n easy listening classical n religious

f] other

4. Which of the following are in the home/living setting?

radio n record player D tape player Q T.V.

5. What musical instruments are in the home/living setting? Piapo or organ

Oguctar or other string instruments F-1 horn or other string instruments

Ddrums [j other

(1261



IC. Specific music information about the student]

(Please answer items #6, #7, and #8 by marking the column which best
describes how often the activity occurs.)

6. t4ult(s) encouNr7es the stunt

dWEIre C)

him/her.

Ve y
2 3 4

Often Often SrmeCmes f SeMcal Never

7. Adult(s) sings with the student.

8. Adult(s) encourages student to

listen to the radio, records,
tapes.

(Please answer items #1....#16 by marking how.often the student does each

of the activities.)

1. Physically responds to
music by:

clapping

swaying

bouncing

'tapping

dancing

other

independently

Very.

_Often Often SomettMes Seldom

Only With
Adult

rNever! Suggestion

1

2. Plays rhythm instruments (for
example; drum, tamborine,
cymbols, etc. May include
homemade instrument). List

below:

(2)



Independently Only With

3. Reacts differently to
varying tempos (speeds

Very 1

Often! Often Sometimes Seldom Never
Adults

Suggestion

-T-- - ,- -- --'
`,- kaitaces snore segmencs or

a familiar song by tapping

or clapping.

i

i------

5. Imitates a sound he/she is
exposed to in the environ-
ment (machine sounds, bird

sounds, sirens, etc.) r

-4

.

6. imitates short segments of
a familiar song by humming

or singing.

7. Sings or hums (circle which)

-entire simple songs.
(approximately four phrases).

8. Plays "at" piano or organ.

.

9- Plays "at" song flute.
.

10_ Plays "at" autoharp, guitar,
or ukelele. : .

11. Attends to music on the
radio.

12. Attends to music on tapes
or records.

13. Names different instruments
he/she sees.

14. Names different instruments
he/she hears.

15: Ldoks at,printed music in

a book.

16. Writes or draws symbols
which look like music notes. E

.

Other comments regarding student's interest in Music:



APPENDIX D

Multiple Baseline Plots for Each

Subset of the CurricUlum
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I

Oct. Dec.

42

40

33

36

34

32

3o

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6.

2

0

,24.7)

(20.0)

(36.1) /

(35.8)

./*(27-4-.7;).

r.

Rhythm A

Feb. April

.

(38.6)

(36.75)

(26.3)

Maximum Score
Possible

(38.75)
(38.3)

(31.3)

Mean Performance of All Students

26.5

mg Group 1
Key: me Group 2

. o Group 3



42

4o

.3

34

32

30

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

14,

12

10

8

6*

2

Oct.

0

Dec.

Rhythm A -

Feb.
el

4 I

April .

...----

(33.0..-
..-----

(23.0,) 7

(21.25)

(31.00)

-__
.,

(30.5)

_

o

,

...-----

(4o.o) , (4o.(

(35.'

(31.5

...-----

(29.0)

.

.

..---

.

Mean Performance for Preschool Groups

266 Key:

1.1

Maximum Score
Possible

.Group
Group

is Group



42

40

3a

36

34

32

30

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

'10

8

6

4

2

0

Oct. Dec.

Rhythm A

Feb. Apr i 1

(36)

eTio)

( 1 4)

(4c)

'(21)

2

(28)

(21)

6

Maximum Scon
(42) Possible

(26)

(25)

. o .

Mean Performance of Elementary Groups (All Students)

26

Group 1
Key: Group 2

Group 3



Oct.

4,4

.40

38

36

34

32

30

28

26

24

22

20

16

14

- 12

10

8

6

4

2

0

.4,

(38-3)

Dec.

(42.0)

(41.6)

Rhythm A

Key: 111111. 41
lOmml

Feb. .April

(42.0)

(42.o)

= Group 1
--= Group 2 :

--= Group 3

(42.0)
---- Maximum Stor

(42.0) Possible

Jot

Group 3 Not Tested
Group 2 Achieved Maximum Score for'Ajl Testing

Mean Performance for Secondary Groups (All Students)

26$



40

38

36

34

32.

30

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

2

0

Rhythm 3

Dec. Feb. April

(42-06ximum Score

(42.0) Possible

(31.8)
(31.4)

1

Mean Performance-of All Studerits

Key:
= Group

Group :2),

7 '""7"" ° Group



1+0

36

Oct

(38,3)

34 ef54.0)

(29.0)

, 32

30

28

26

24

20-

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0

ie

Dec.

(4o.o)

(38.0)

(35.q5)

Rhythm B /

Feb. April

(43.0)

(33.0)

(35.5)

(40.0)Maxi
p

-4(38.5)

um Score
ssible

Mean Performance of Preschool Students

/ Key:
Group I.

---ze Group 2.!
1.11 Group 3



42

38

36

32

30

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

2

Oct. Dec.

Rhythm B

Feb. April
.
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